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In October, ten thousand people from the general public voted for the 
best award-winning book of fiction released in the last sixty years, and 
the winner was a short story collection, one by Flannery O'Connor. Of the 
other five finalists, three were also short story collections, those by John 
Cheever, William Faulkner, and Eudora Welty. 

Of course, "best" is always a subjective term in the world of art and 
literature, and these results are from a single source, albeit a prominent 
one: the National Book Foundation. Yet, is there a message here? 

For as long as we can remember, the novel was considered the pre-
eminent work of fiction, not the short story. And so, what's with all this 
celebration? We're happy to see the short form given such recognition, 
that which we whole-heartedly believe it deserves. 

Would you agree that the power of humor in literature is under-
recognized? We think it is. The humor doesn't necessarily have to be 
front-and-center—the main purpose of a piece being pure whimsical 
entertainment, the chief objective to make the reader laugh. The work 
could carry a deeper, underlying message, with humor used as a tool to 
carry the reader along, to engage, to cause a grin, smile, and, yes, 
maybe even a laugh, while still delivering something else. 

Such is the case with one work we are running in this issue, a short 
story entitled, "I Am a Famous Writer," by Robert Day, and such is the 
case with our Lit Pick of the Quarter, a story called "The Fleischer/
Giaccondo Online Gift Registry," by Wendy Rawlings, in Issue 55 of 
Sonora Review. A resentful, bohemian sister is the maid of honor in this 
story, surrounded by witty, crisp narrative. Get a load of this beginning - 
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The Crate and Barrel online gift registry displays columns 
headed WANTS and HAS, so that the prospective gift buyer 
(family and friends of, in this case, Lorraine M. Fleischer and 
Richard Giaccondo, M.D.) can compare the number of items 
the bride wishes to receive with the number already 
purchased for her. The bride, for instance, WANTS eight 
Birgitta Goblets and at this time HAS four Birgitta Goblets. 
She WANTS one Caliente Salsa Bowl W/Spoon and yet, as of 
11:53 p.m. on this balmy night in May, she HAS zero Caliente 
Salsa Bowls W/Spoon. However, one cannot claim that events 
aren't unfolding in concert with the bride's wishes because 
according to the Crate and Barrel online gift registry, as of 
this mid-May's balmy night, the soon-to-be Mrs. Richard 
Giaccondo WANTS one Gourmet Butter Spreader and indeed 
HAS one Gourmet Butter Spreader. She WANTS one Gravy / 
Sauce Boat Nautical and lo and behold she HAS one Gravy / 
Sauce Boat Nautical. She wants twelve Gourmet Flatware 
Placesets and by god all twelve Gourmet Flatware Placesets 
are hers. Things, as they say, are coming along. 
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Lower, lower, I tell the guy who roughs 
out curlicues across my lower back, 
in preparation for ink the shade of a violet. 

All afternoon, I've bent for him, become 
the drawing board, my spine a strand of pearls 
about to snap. I've straddled a chair, 

felt the marker's tip drawing its lines in me. 
I have observed the tools—the latex gloves, 
the autoclave, the tiny cups of color 

like shots that stain us as we swallow them. 
Soon, I'll feel the needle where his fingers 
have been, the repeat, too fast for counting, 

and the burn that—yes—enters like a lover. 
I know there is a law against these things. 
The Torah says, You shall not scrape your flesh. 

I know my father is washing his hands 
again. My mother cleans the countertop. 
A numbered man is stretching out his arm. 

This room is stainless steel. Lower, lower. 
I arch against the awful, good machine, 
and the secret that flowers underneath my skin. 
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At the end of this story, I will lose a son. I will do it, initially, by dropping 
him into a dumpster behind a fast-food franchise on a busy street. I will 
do it at four in the morning, when the city is asleep. I will do it with Javier 
waiting in the car, lights off. I will wrap the baby in newspaper and 
plastic, place him in the cradle of a trash bag, the softest I can find. I will 
place him as best I can so that he'll be found, while still following Javier's 
directions to smother him in a bag among other bags—in case he checks 
my work. He won't be able to blame me for incompetence, I kid myself. 
At that point, the baby will be five hours old. 

"What took you so long?" Javier will ask, when I get back in the car. 

"I did it," I will say. "Isn't that enough?" 

"Here," Javier will say, handing me a box of baby wipes to wash my 
hands. "I told you," he will say. "Didn't I tell you?" He'll put the car in 
drive. 

"Yes," I'll say. "Yes, you told me." I'll wipe my hands, my arms, but I'll 
still smell like trash. 

"So what are you angry about?" he'll ask. 

I'll shake my head, won't answer. By then, I'll know it's pointless. 

We'll drive back to the freeway, pick up speed the further east we get, the 
lighted signs still coming toward us, so much wasted energy. McDonald's, 
Donnelly Paints, Howard Johnson's, Coco's—no one to see them but us 
and a string of early-morning truckers too rushed to stop for anything but 
diesel. Burger Shacks will pop up every ten minutes or so, and each time 
I'll think for a moment that we're going back, that Javier has changed his 
mind. 

But Javier will not change his mind. He lives off the map, can't afford 
complications. It's him or the baby, and I'll have chosen him. Such is the 
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cost of living with a wanted man. Such is what he told me from the 
beginning. 

You can't plan who you're going to love. 

We'll return to the house he keeps for us in the desert amid the tentacled 
streets of ever-reproducing subdivisions. We'll return to the room in which 
I've spent the last two months. When I first moved here a year ago, he 
told his neighbors I was his daughter. When I started showing, he told 
them I'd gone back to my mother. And now Javier will be going away too, 
saying goodbye to all those new homeowners he's duped. This is what 
he'll have told me, that as soon as he finishes this last sale, we're on our 
way. We're going to live on the cheap in Mexico. And then maybe, maybe, 
we can have a child—where there won't be so many other things to worry 
about. 

I'll strip and get into bed. Javier will lay down beside me, rub a hand 
along my waist and hip because I will not turn to face him. "Sorry," he'll 
say, kissing my neck. I'll push myself deeper under the covers, but it 
won't do any good. He'll continue to touch me. 

"What did you do?" Javier will ask the next day, around three in the 
afternoon. He'll be standing in the doorway, his eyes steel. 

I'll be in the bed still, pencil and word search book in hand, a pastime I'll 
long ago have wished to abandon. But what is one to do for two months 
hiding in a single room? "What?" I'll ask. 

"It's all over the news," Javier will say. "Didn't you stick it under like I told 
you?" 

"Yes," I'll say. "Yes, I did everything like you told me." 

"Obviously, you didn't," Javier will say, "because they already found it." 
Javier will curse, continue. "I should have killed it myself." And then he'll 
stomp out. 

I'll want to know how they found my son, of course, but I won't dare turn 
on the television while Javier is there. I'll listen to him in the other room, 
moving stuff around, a door opening and closing. When all is quiet, when 
I think I've heard the car pulling away, I'll peak out of the bedroom, 
sneak my way to the living room, and turn on the television. I could 
watch it in the bedroom, of course, but then I'd not know when Javier 
returns. 

It will be four by then, and the media will be furious. "How did you know 
it was a baby?" Kim Baldonado will ask a woman in a Burger Shack 
uniform—a news clip that will be repeated three times within the next 
hour. She'll have found him just as I left him, and in a way I'll be relieved. 

I'll wait that night for Javier and most of the next day. And the news 
channels—I won't be able to turn them off—will tell the story again and 
again, will repeat Baldonado's question. I'll think of that baby, my baby, 
as I left him that morning, swaddled in newspaper, resting in the bed of a 
trash bag. I'll think of the things people are saying about me, people who 
don't even know me, people who don't know the levels to which love can 
spur a person, and I'll decide then to turn myself in, to show them 
otherwise, to show them a mother who loves her son enough to put him 
where others will find him, who loves her son enough to give up the 
greatest love she's ever had. 

But it won't turn out that way, of course. I'll walk to the police station 
there in town, step to the front counter, and announce myself as the 
mother. 

"I'm sorry?" the receptionist will ask. 

"The baby on television," I'll repeat. "I'm the mother." 

"The one on television?" she'll ask. "You mean—" She won't believe me. 
She'll call a police officer over to help. He won't believe me either. I'll be 
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taken to a back office, asked how I dropped the baby off, where I had it, 
how I got there. I'll keep Javier out of it, which will complicate the story. I 
will claim to have walked, and then I'll claim to have hitchhiked, and 
finally I'll claim to have taken a taxi. Detectives will come and go, and 
each time they'll get a different story. 

"Annie," one will tell me late that night, "that baby's mother turned 
herself in a couple of hours before you arrived." 

"I'm sorry?" I will ask. 

"This isn't something you want to be messed up in," the officer will say, 
"not a pleasant way to become known. You'd go to prison for years." 

I'll be turned over to the custody of my worried mother. Later, I will call 
Javier to let him know where I am. I will wait weeks and hear nothing. 
And I will watch the television for news of the woman who supposedly 
abandoned her baby. There won't be much. She'll be some overweight 
forty-year-old who kept an alleged pregnancy hidden from her husband. 
And mystery solved, a less-than-glamorous personality at the center 
revealed, the media will lose interest. 

But I won't. I'll go on looking for my baby, saddened that Javier's 
directives worked as well as I would ever have dreamed possible. My baby 
will be in the hands of some adopted family I'll have never known, and 
each child I see, I'll think mine, but I won't be able to claim him. I'll think 
of my mother searching for me for an entire year, of how many people 
she hired to help her, how she felt her life at an end. I will think that if I 
could hire someone to help me search for my son, I would, but whom 
would I have them look for? How do you find someone you've erased from 
existence? 

These are things I will ask myself every day. 

But that night, the night this story starts, I don't care about any of those 
things. I have just turned sixteen, and I am in the back-seat of a car in 
the darkened corner of a parking lot, after a party where I just met the 
most beautiful man I have ever seen, and our lips are joined and our 
bodies entwined, and it is four in the morning, and I am in love, and 
nothing else matters. 

Title graphic: "Parked" Copyright © The Summerset Review, Inc. 2009.
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Bette Davis 
reaches the landing— 
pauses 
long enough 
to say goodbye to her dogs— 
then begins her final ascent 
to the cozy room 
where she'll die 
a painless, heroic death. 

She's not alone— 
she's discreetly observed 
by her kindly maid, 
distraught in an apron. 

It's the role I love to play, 
watching my own theatrics. 
On a typical day, 
spent between landing 
and bedroom, feeling my way, 
I'm also wringing my hands, 
helpless with sympathy, 

and oh, there isn't 
a dry eye 
in the house. 
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I am a famous writer. Bestseller lists. My books are made into movies. 
I won't name them. It is enough that I am famous. I am in your 
bookshelf. At your local movie theater. On your television late in the 
night. You know me. I am a writer who tells a good tale. 

I have a friend who is also a writer. He is not famous but he is 
published. I always send him a copy of my most recent book. He 
should be getting the new one any day now. [Note to Nicholas: Maybe 
I shouldn't have . . . never mind; he could always buy a copy.] Let us 
say my friend's name is Conrad. He teaches at the local college. I am 
not the kind of writer professors read. 

I write novels, then the screenplays based on my novels. Conrad 
writes short stories. "Fictions," he calls them. I publish a book about 
every two years with a celebrated New York firm that places expensive 
advertisements in the trade journals and sends me on national book 
tours. I am a guest on television talk shows. I get substantial 
advances. Substantial. 

Conrad's stories are published in university belles-lettres journals 
where—I take it—he knows people on the faculty. He does not send 
me his stories but I find his work and read it. With pleasure. 
Sometimes his stories are reprinted in small letterpress editions. 
Handmade. Signed and numbered. Lovely. I buy them. 

His is a literary accomplishment. Not a publishing one. I doubt he has 
an agent. No story could be made into a movie. But sentence-by-
sentence, paragraph-by-paragraph, he writes better than I do. I would 
never tell him this. Why not? [Note to Nicholas: I need nom de plume 
for all of us: Me. Leggett/Conrad. Our wives.] 

I always tell Leggett that I have read his most recent story and liked 
it. Once I wrote him so. He thanks me but doesn't continue the 
conversation. Is he a bit embarrassed? For himself or for me? I would 
like to tell him what I admire in his writing. The lope of it. The 
dialogue that seems more like thinking than talking. The compelling 
absence of plot. Ambiguous actions that lead to ambiguous (and 
abrupt) endings. Sly allusions that come from beyond the story. A 
sense of suspension as opposed to suspense. I can't do it. I wouldn't 
try.

Perhaps Conrad doesn't want to start a conversation about his work 
because he might feel obliged to tell me what he doesn't like about 
mine: Gratuitous sex. Violence. Easy villains. Double plots. Ménage a 
trois. (Sometimes plural). Subject-verb-noun prose. Branding iron 
adjectives and adverbs to prod you along. Boxer-jab sentences. 
Fragments for sentences. Conflicts and motives resolved in 
unambiguous endings. Death by rifles that hang over fireplaces in 
chapter one and go off just before The End. Browning 38's in glove 
compartments. Do I give myself away? I wouldn't want to talk with me 
about me either. The absence of semicolons. I never met a dependent 
clause a reader of mine would like. [Note to Nicholas: Use "Vivian" for 
"Dolly." What for Glenda?] 

Conrad phones me once every other month or so to ask me for 
breakfast. Breakfast. Either at the Café or his house. These 
invitations are "men only." Vivian is not present. [Note to Nicholas: 
Should I foreshadow it here? I would in a novel. Leggett would not in a 
story.] 

Sometimes Conrad will say that Dolly has made us one of her "egg 
pies" (his name for a wonderful tortilla de patatas that I had a male 
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lead eating in the nude after sex with his ex-wife's twin sister, both in 
and out of the movie and the book, as it once turned out). 

But the "egg pie" aside, that's about all the conversation I'll get from 
Conrad on the family. Nothing about where Dolly might have gone. 
Nor news of my ex-wife, Alison. For my part I do not speak about 
Glenda. It is as if Conrad and I have secret lives we don't share while 
we are with one another. [Note to Nicholas: "Emily" for Glenda; go 
back and check Conrads and Leggetts.] 

Nor do we talk about why he has invited me. Or my recent film playing 
at the local movie house (or an older one on HBO). Or his recent story. 
Breakfast lasts about two hours, and when I leave, I am always 
pleased to have been in his presence. Sometimes haunted. But I will 
get to that. 

We talk writers. We talk politics. We talk about the books we are 
reading (Joseph Conrad—thus Leggett's name—in my case; Nabokov 
for him. We tend to be very "behind" in our reading). Or books we are 
planning to read. Double Indemnity for me. The New Yorker writer 
William Maxwell for him. Also Ray Carver (I think that's his name). We 
never talk "literary theory." 

That is not true. We did talk "literary theory" once, but it was Conrad 
who did the talking, and it was a short monologue as I was standing at 
his door to leave: 

—Good writing is "transmigrational." An author's muse plots into 
whose work he is migrating, and whose work is migrating into his. In 
this way the writer embraces the "ebb and flow" of "varietal voices," 
just as some might rejoice in the transmigration of the souls among all 
the living and the dead. My memory is excellent. I've quoted him 
correctly. 

Conrad went on to say that one day he hoped to write an essay on the 
subject titled "Lions and Tigers and Bears" because his theory was 
illustrated by how the characters in the Wizard of Oz migrate back and 
forth from Oz to Kansas. And here he hummed a few bars of "Over the 
Rainbow." 

"Two is the magic number in literature," he said, "while in marriage 
two's a crowd and three's company." On my way home I too hummed 
"Over the Rainbow." 

It is his wife Dolly who tells me (entre nous) that Leggett's invitations 
are a sign that he must have finished one of his "fictions" and that he 
wants to "break bread" in celebration. (She seems not to read his 
stories before he sends them out—nor even when they are published.) 
I don't see what pleasure that would be for him unless he was willing 
to talk about his work or ask me about mine. Then I could 
congratulate him. And invite him to my house when I had finished one 
of my books (although I think I'd choose dinner and a 2000 
Bordeaux.) 

[Note to Nicholas: So far, Leggett is "Conrad." His wife, Vivian, is now 
"Dolly"; my wife Glenda—Leggett's sister— is "Emily." And my ex-wife 
Alison (who is Vivian's twin sister) will soon (I predict!) transmigrate 
into "Mona." Done.] My life is beginning to read like a novel by 
someone we all know. 

Once, when a famous actor (who had been the star in a movie of one 
of my books) came for a visit, I invited Conrad and Dolly for a small 
reception. They did not decline, but they did not attend. And the 
matter was not broached at our next breakfast—nor when Emily and 
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Vivian and I were together later. At the time, I thought Leggett was 
rude, but Emily observed that perhaps he was embarrassed at not 
being so accomplished in the way that I am. Still. 

My wife says I do not understand "human nature." She shares the 
view of my critics. But it is not my fictional business to understand 
human nature. [Note to Nicholas: Find that quote from what's-his-face 
at the Times who ragged me about this and copy it here.] 

"That aside, and in any case, as it were"—as one of my more pompous 
characters was fond of saying—just after lunch today Conrad invited 
me to breakfast, a call that started this typing. It is an old device: you 
write to find out what you are writing. 

Not that I compose my books this way because it would not lead to 
the result my publisher wants. However, it might be the method 
Conrad uses, as his fictions seem more meditations than stories. There 
is the pace of a thoughtful stroll to them: 

They decided to take in Yeats's wild swans at the bend of the river, 
white against various greens. And to pause. Yes . . . To pause. 

This from a recent story. Not from memory. Out of my bookshelves 
and open on my desk. 

My prose doesn't stroll. My novels have no river bends. Only dark city 
corners where dark-shirted villains lurk. There is no Yeats. There are 
no swans. No pauses. No "yes" of mine is meditative. [Note to 
Nicholas: Quote the passage: Nowhere was the silence more stifling 
than when, walking home late at night, now that he had left her . . . 
That one, but get it right all the way to the end just before she gets 
raped by her on-the-prowl-husband near Beekman Place. Don't you 
love it that neither the reader nor the wife knows it is her husband. 
And the husband doesn't know it's his wife. That's what endings are 
for.] The phone is ringing. 

Wrong number. Sorry. 

Where was I? 

Yes! 

Wherever this writing of mine is coming from (or going to) I don't 
have time for it. I need to finish the outline for the next novel in order 
to get the second hit of the advance. Then there is the screenplay for 
the previous novel with only thirty minutes of its ninety minutes 
complete. Unless this becomes something of my own it is " . . . the 
foreshadowed (yet not quite foreshadowed) intruder that often shows 
up in his fiction." My reviewers can write as poorly as I. 

[Note to Nicholas: I could build a novel about two writers and two 
women, and have one writer famous while the other is not. As to the 
two women . . . I'll need some sex, but that is never difficult. And a 
death, which is just as easy.] 

It is a summer Sunday. Mid-afternoon. Off for a walk. So long. See 
you tomorrow. Which is something Leggett's characters say by way of 
good-bye. 
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Conrad has invited me for Friday at his house or Saturday at the Cain 
Café. My choice. I have told him I'll call back after I see what plans 
have been made without my knowledge. Not that I have ever turned 
him down except for a nasty cold once and because I had to be out of 
town for publicity tours on a few other occasions. And once when 
[Note to Nicholas: . . . never mind.] 

I am trying to decide which setting will provoke which questions about 
the meaning of our breakfasts. That too, is an old device. Settings 
make their own talk. In this case, I either want to move our story 
along the river bends of Leggett's fictions or the dangerous city 
corners of my novels. To wit: 

-Conrad? 

-Yes? 

It is Friday. The day has a color: mauve. Fridays are mauve. 

-Is there any reason why you invite me to these breakfasts? 

-There is, he says as he brings the "tortilla de patatas" to the table. 
We are on his screened-in porch. 

Leggett has a large house, much bigger than my own. If houses are 
books, then my house is his handmade chapbook, and his house is my 
sprawling novel. Although it is true Glenda and I have two other 
places, one in southwestern France, the other our island in the St. 
Lawrence. And there is the apartment in New York—which we tend to 
forget because it is a pied-a-terre, and because according to my 
divorce settlement we have to "time-share" it with Vivian's twin sister, 
i.e. my ex-wife, i.e. Alison/Mona. [Note to Nicholas: Put it here. If at 
all. I would have put it in long ago. Conrad would never put it in. But 
you'd know it is there.] [Note to Nicholas: Never mind . . .] 

Our house is a small-sized gem designed by an acclaimed architect 
and built like a piece of furniture. We use it mainly for my work, and 
as such, it is a library-office into which are arranged bedrooms and 
baths and kitchen countertops, reading chairs. Plus dictionary stands, 
fireplaces, decks and porches. 

There is a plethora of tables. I write screenplays at a trestle table in 
an upstairs room with a view onto a lawn, onto the river. Novels at a 
round, Spanish-tiled table in a room that "flows" into the kitchen that I 
will put into my next book, even if this is my next book—in which case 
I have just done so. Notes and outlines and treatments I write in the 
Green Room next to a gardenia plant we call "Tootsie" in honor of the 
movie by the same name (we knew the director). Letters and musings 
I type at a Tahoe table in the Snuggery, a long room at the west end 
of the second floor, its main feature being a wall-to-wall-fireplace-
hearth-bookcase with narrow, rectangular floor-to-ceiling windows on 
either side of the fireplace itself, so I see a slice of the driveway 
leading to the house out the left window, and a tangle of trees out the 
right. In my most recent book, it is down that driveway . . . never 
mind. 

It is where I am now. Framed dust jackets of all the editions of my 
books are on the walls. The house has been featured in . . . no, that 
would be too much of a hint to you as to who I am. [Note to Nicholas: 
Not that you care because you are me into whom I am typing this. 
Right?] Meanwhile: 
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Back to Conrad's mauve Friday porch on which we are eating our 
imaginary breakfast, real toads hopping in the real garden. [Note to 
Nicholas: Where does that come from? Maybe something Conrad 
wrote.] 

-Yes, Conrad says, there is a reason I invite you for breakfast. Curious 
you should ask because I was thinking just this morning I should have 
told you years ago. 

I am all ears and fingers on my computer with myself in many book 
covers looming around me. But before I accept for Friday, let me see 
how Saturday at the Cain Café reads: 

"Conrad?" I ask. 

"Yes." The waitress (who bears a striking resemblance to my ex-wife 
when she was young) has just left with our order: bacon and eggs for 
me, a slab of scrapple and hash browns for Conrad. 

"I'm not sure how to ask this." 

"You want to know why I invite you to breakfast every-so-often?" he 
says. "And you want to know why we don't talk about our own work—
or at least, why I don't talk about mine? And you want to know if I've 
ever read any of your books? And if I have, what I think of them?" 

My ex-wife brings us coffee. 

"You want to know what I think about you being a bestselling author? 
You want to know why Vivian and I did not come to your party for 
Sean Connery? You want to know what it has been like to be married 
to your ex-wife's sister all these years given that we never talk about 
why you left her and married my sister? And how you later put Alison 
in one of your books where she got raped. And you want to know what 
I think about your . . ." 

"Yes," I say. 

"And you want to know if I know . . .?" 

"Yes," I say. 

"And you want to know what you don't know?" 

"Tell me," I say. 

"You tell me and I'll tell you," he says. 

"Yes," I say. 

Saturday sounds like my kind of story. Tennis this afternoon. No work 
of mine this morning. Dolly has this pale gold chemise that she was 
wearing last Sunday when we were all together. See you later. [Note 
to Nicholas: This might turn into something. I am not famous for 
nothing.] 

Tuesday morning. Vivian . . . maybe. Glenda hasn't said yet. 

Remember when I wrote I was sometimes "haunted" after a breakfast 
with Conrad? No dark alley writer like myself can let that gun hang 
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over the fireplace a thousand words ago and not take it down to see if 
it is loaded. Here's the "skinny"—as one of my more famous 
characters is fond of saying both in print and the movie— "Here's the 
skinny about that, bucko." 

A number of times at my breakfasts with Conrad, I've experienced the 
phenomenon of déjà vu. Alert readers will remember it figures in one 
of my more sexually explicit novels/movies in which the male lead has 
a double sex life with his mistress because every time they are making 
love it is as if he is making love to her before. A doppelganger of sex. 
A ménage a quatre of an orgy. It must be very exciting to make love 
to a woman twice at the same time. The director played it well not to 
get an X-rating. 

It was during breakfast with Conrad ten years ago that I first 
experienced déjà vu. Until then, I had no idea (except in an 
intellectual way) what it was. Conrad told me recently that he has 
never had a headache, and I suppose he must know what headaches 
are only in the limited way I once understood déjà vu. 

And "get this, bucko": When Leggett told me he had never had 
headaches, that was for me déjà vu. It's enough to make you think 
someone else is in the know. The past tumbles over the present, the 
present over the future, all tenses tumble over me. [Note to Nicholas: 
Where did that come from? Am I being invaded by sly literary 
allusions?] These déjà vues happen both in the Cain Café and Conrad's 
home. Sometimes there will be a string of them, then nada. They only 
occur in Conrad's presence. Winter as well as spring. Sunny days. 
Clouds. Rain, once. Light snow as well. By now they total twenty-
three. I type them into Nicholas. It is the file I am now using. In fact, 
before I began writing this there was nothing else in Nicholas except 
déjà vues. [Note to Nicholas: Check the plural of déjà vu.] So I am 
typing this into a record of the past that is itself a record of the past. 
Here's an a recent entry from Nicholas: 

I am sitting on Leggett's porch while he is in the kitchen getting the 
coffee. From there he says he had been reading again John Barth's 
novel The End of the Road and liked it a great deal. It was nihilistic. At 
the word "nihilistic," I felt as if I had been here before, and as Leggett 
continued to talk, I felt not only that I had already heard what he was 
saying (and was going to say), but that I had been in the presence of 
the April Catalpa Tree I could see in the yard taking a singular burst of 
breeze. And the squirrel on the ground looking hopefully at the bird 
feeder above it. And a contrail of an airliner overhead. When Leggett 
came on the porch, the scene broke and Leggett and I became who we 
are. 

That was number eighteen. The phone is ringing. 

Confirmed: Doubles with Glenda and Vivian on our court next to the 
pool later this afternoon. A swim. Maybe Glenda will wear her blue 
bathing suit. The one that shows her breasts so delightfully. No work 
on the novel or on the screenplay. See you tomorrow. [Note to 
Nicholas: Never mind.] 
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This business with Conrad and déjà vu has been going on for years. 
Years, dear reader! I am making fun of myself. 

I once wrote a celebrated article for a national magazine about how 
talking directly to the reader was hopelessly out of style and that once 
a literary fashion died, attempts to resuscitate it gave birth to wooden 
Indians. I called the phenomenon—and the article—"The Literature of 
Genuine Imitation Leather." It is not much used by college professors 
these days, but at the time it caused quite a stir in the literary world 
because it attacked some very big literary figures. I was invited (me, a 
sad-intellectual-sack of a bestselling-bodice-ripping-supermarket-
author) to various college campuses to argue the point with various 
Writers-in-Various-Residences, some of them excellent authors in a 
literary way, and more than a few with large national and international 
prizes to their names. I declined (although, at least one university 
offered me a handsome stipend, plus a scholarship named in my 
honor). I declined. 

I declined because I didn't believe what I had written. I believed it 
only as if I had created a character who believed it, a character more 
literary than I and who knew more (and cared more) about the 
tradition of literature. I couldn't have written such an article otherwise, 
just as in a previous novel I had the male lead say to his lover that the 
best sex was when the partners were " . . .not, my dear, emotionally 
entangled with one another as if they are climbing, clinging vines, 
where no doubt small lice-infested birds and all kinds of dreary insects 
live." 

"Yes," she said and looked away, then at him, her eyes brimming with 
yearning. "Yes." And she bent toward him, her splendid ample breasts 
nearly spilling out of her blue bathing suit. 

"The distance of disingenuousness can lead to some delightful 
philistine vulgarity," he said. "More Calvados, my lovely apple 
blossom. I'd be pleased to kiss it off your breasts should any drop 
thereupon." 

"Yes," she said. "Drop some thereupon," she said. "Please!" Down she 
eased the top of her bathing suit, and her breasts fell free for a 
moment, then rose as she shook her head slightly before tilting it back 
and quivering with her sigh of anticipation. "Yes. Please!" [Note to 
Nicholas: Double-check this: Was it Calvados or Eau de vie? I think 
Calvados. The rest is probably right. My own writing makes me lusty.] 
Which will be useful soon. 

Even with a firm lack of conviction in "Genuine Imitation Leather," I 
doubted I could have played out my act in front of a college crowd. I 
am better at not being myself in my fiction than in fact. Writing, even 
mine, requires readers in cahoots with you to keep you dishonest 
enough to create your genuine imitation characters. On the college 
campus you get earnest readers looking for meaning. I stayed home. 

But I would have accepted an invitation from Leggett had he asked me 
to speak at his college. He did not. Nor did he mention the article, 
even though there was a long story about it in the local weekly 
newspaper, complete with this front-page headline: "Nationally 
Famous Local Best Selling Author Talks Literature." What did happen, 
however, was that week Conrad and I had breakfast at the Cain Café 
that resulted in Nicholas entry number eleven: 

When my ex-wife and Leggett's present wife (twins) look-alike-
waitress (now there are three of them spanning the generations) 
asked Leggett if he wanted the usual, a man in the booth behind us 
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(who I did not know), asked Leggett if he were I. When he said my 
name, I became me sitting in the booth sometime before: The 
waitress who looked like Vivian and Alison, red-haired. The man 
speaking my name. Some clatter in the kitchen. A swarthy young man 
wearing a black T-shirt and black pants coming around a corner from 
the dark hallway that leads to the restrooms. Even what Leggett is 
about to say seemed to have happened. But before he could answer, 
the man (who Leggett later observed looked like me) asked: "Or are 
you—?" and here, when he said my name a second time, the past and 
the future stopped being the present. 

I had pancakes. Leggett's usual is scrapple and eggs. The young man 
in the black T-shirt picked up a pack of matches off the counter and 
left. [Note to Nicholas: Check the "I's" and "me's" above in Strunk. Or 
ask Vivian, as she is better at this kind of thing than Mona. Also, 
"who" and "whom."] 

Where are we? Yes. Gun number one over the fireplace (the gun of 
déjà vu) has gone off. I say gun "number one" because there is 
another "rifle of plot" (as I called the technique in "Genuine Imitation 
Leather.") The usual arrangement for such literary armament is to 
have one weapon pointing toward the front door of the novel, the 
other down the line of the narrative toward the exit. More on this 
later. 

Still no writing this week, except what follows, which I did in the 
kitchen earlier today and which I will copy and paste into Nicholas 
here and now. Mouse click, mouse click into me. 

"Why didn't you tell me before?" I ask. 

"It is difficult to say." The waitress has served us our coffee but has 
not yet brought our breakfast.

"You might have." 

"I am now." 

"I think it is a little late in the day, don't you? Ignorance is not bliss; it 
is ignorance." 

A swarthy young man in the black T-shirt sits down at a table near us. 
When he does, I am again in both the past and the present, and it 
lasts until the waitress pours us more coffee. Conrad is staring at the 
young man in the black T-shirt. Why should I notice this? Isn't that 
Vivian getting out of the car in the parking lot? With Alison. When the 
waitress brings our order, the swarthy young man says something to 
her that I cannot hear. She seems alarmed and walks briskly back to 
the kitchen. 

I need more dialogue. Maybe the café should be empty, except for the 
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two of us. Maybe the young man in the black T-shirt should look like 
either Conrad or me, and in that way be a match for the waitress who 
looks like our wives—present and past. Maybe Emily and Dolly aren't 
in this scene at all but are saved for later. And what has Leggett not 
told me? And what did the young man say to our dual wives? [Note to 
Nicholas: I never write in the first person. Even my plot-driven readers 
know this is the first person. Conrad always writes in the first person. 
Aren't you curious?] 

It is late. Half a moon waxing. Tuesday. Almost Wednesday. Tomorrow 
(today) there is to be a long walk with Glenda after lunch. She will 
want to know how things are going with the script. With the novel 
treatment. I'll lie. As I am a dependable "fictional machine of one-
handed reader-friendly poke-and-grind books." [Note to Nicholas: Was 
that from the Times review or Newsweek?] I am not going tell her I 
am writing this and not that. Nor that. Infidelity at my age is 
beginning to mean cheating on my writing. And so to bed. 

Wednesday 

And a long walk it was, complete with talk of "blind oracles"— a sly 
reference to one of my novels, and in fact the first novel in which I 
learned that a person upon whom I had based a character died shortly 
after the book was published. Bang! Dear reader, that was that second 
gun going off. And since neither you nor I seem to be bleeding and in 
need of Doctor Chekhov, I'll go on: 

My fictional/factual dead character was a woman (and here I am 
changing a few details to keep from blatantly revealing myself) who 
was blind and sold gum and candy bars in our local post office. I used 
her as an "oracle" because she was privileged to a number of intimate 
conversations about myriad affairs that I had her relay to the reader in 
italics. 

I hear Jane at the mailboxes. The slap of her flats. She is late for work 
at the courthouse this morning. That is because she has been with 
James. They made those plans yesterday in code. A second cup of 
coffee at the Cain, he said. I think so, she said. The back door will be 
open? he said. It depends, she said. After nine? he said. I could feel 
her nodding. James also has Judy. I wonder when he will have them 
both together. (It won't be long, as some of you know.) 

My blind oracle knew the plot of the book but the characters and the 
readers did not. I had named her "Cora" and later, when I read her 
obituary in the local paper, I learned that was her real name.

Perhaps I have given something away by being specific about the 
"real" Cora, but it was a long ago if not far away—and also because I 
am beginning to think, to think, to think . . . just what? 

Now that's a question I have seen Leggett pose in his stories as if it 
were part of plot: —Just what? He'll first have a character say, then 
write it: "Just what?" Also, Leggett will do the same thing with "What 
do I know?" followed by "What does he know?" Then: "What do we 
know?" A curious technique. I should try it sometime. No. Yes. Where 
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am I? [Note to Nicholas: . . . Never mind. Well, yes. Only to say how 
delightfully philistine it was for us in the pool after tennis. It puts me 
to sleep these days to recall these scenes in explicit detail. Two novels 
down the road and we three shall be fiction.] 

Wednesday evening. 

I wonder what would happen if I sent this out for publication under 
Leggett's name? I know the magazines where he publishes. I wouldn't 
have to delete what I am writing now as such magazines are always 
interested in "experiential" writing. And one of Conrad's editor/friends 
might e-mail him to say what a fine "fiction" he has just sent them 
and that they will publish it pronto. That could cause some confusion 
for Leggett, but maybe not. He might take the view that since he 
doesn't ever comment or write about my work, he would not comment 
about my authoring his. In fact, I might as well say hello to him: Hi, 
Leggett. We are to meet in two days. Or we will have met in two days. 
You know me. It's Nick here. By publishing this I hope I can expand 
our "City of Silence." (FYI: a chapter title of mine.) But I'm beginning 
to meander. River bends. Yes. Bye, Leggett. See you later. I mean 
Conrad. What do I know?—What do you know? [What do any of us 
know once we become "Notes to Nicholas"?] 

Very late Wednesday. Not sleeping. Let's try a prose pill: 

"Are you getting close?" 

"Yes." 

"When is the deadline?" 

"Whenever for the novel outline. They want the script the first of the 
month." 

"Is it going well?" 

"Yes." 

"Stop here for a moment and watch the geese come into the pond. 
There are also small heron feeding there." 

"A pause for talk of blind oracles?" 

"Yes." 

It is not my practice to record verbatim dialogue in my quota of 
writing, but I remember Leggett saying it was his. The trick, he said, 
was to make it seem as if it did not come from "real" conversation—
even though it did. 

For me the trick is to make the dialogue real even though it isn't. 
However, I use the names of the "real" people upon whom my 
"characters" are based in the first draft, then change them to avoid 
lawsuits (if not assault and battery). 

Leggett tells me he starts with fictional names and changes them into 
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the real ones in the final draft. Either way it's "Reality People in Fact-
Fiction." It sounds like the title of another literary article. Or at least 
five minutes of fame on Oprah. "Are you lying to me?" she will scream, 
and drive up my sales. 

My conversation with Leggett about converting "daily talk" into fiction 
conjured the one déjà vu I have not put into Nicholas. That's the same 
pistol you saw on the front seat of the Volvo as my Sean Connery 
character turns in a driveway. Remember? It is the same gun that is 
being shipped with my new book. Poor Horner. He escaped his fate 
two novels ago but will soon be shot. He's one character (I now 
confess) I took no pleasure in killing, and thus the final paragraph of 
the about-to-arrive-any-moment-now novel: "But only in a sense was 
Horner dead as his diary now haunts every dear reader among us. His 
life has become a to wit: Few are called. Will you be among them?" 

Stop quoting yourself; it's too much fun. [Note to Nicholas: I could 
write a novel from rearranged chunks of my previous novels with the 
names changed. Transmigrated. Cut and paste my way to my six-
figure advances. I'd call it Same Voices, Other Rooms. Or Other 
Voices, Same Rooms.] All bad writers write the same book many times 
over. But so do all good writers. Don't tell me I can't talk literary 
theory. And did you notice that "post it" of Post Modernism stuck to 
Horner's corpus? Well. 

A nap tomorrow afternoon. No writing done. Maybe I'll get to it later. 
Sometimes I can write in the evening if I've held the drinking down to 
a shared bottle of wine. And skip the Calvados. My wife did wear her 
blue bathing suit the other day. Dolly in her pale yellow chemise that 
flounced around her in the water. Must we all wait for the novel after 
next? And so again to bed. Mona out late. I am alone. 

I hadn't thought much about the coincidence of Cora dying in fiction 
and then in fact until a recent book of mine in which another character 
died. While some people might have spotted Cora of the post office, 
nobody knew—or knows—about the death of Professor Gervey (his 
name in life, not in fiction—and a coincidence I did not savor until 
later.). 

But I know about Professor Gervey because I robbed him of certain 
characteristics (both physical and mental) when I beamed him into my 
book: "He was a short man who seemed to have the parts of a tall 
man. Even his eyebrows seemed to be those of a tall man, and his 
arms and legs were most obviously those of a tall man." I doubt any 
of the other students in his Chaucer class saw this, but I did. You 
notice details when you're going to be a writer. It is one of the 
warning signs. 

When I begin a novel, I make notes about all my characters' 
physiognomies. I want these details in my mind because I want them 
in my readers' minds. I want all my characters to have some mark 
they can see even after I stop mentioning it: The unlit cigarette 
hanging from Horner's lip. The woman in my wife's blue bathing suit 
that shows her breasts to great advantage. The pale yellow chemise 
her sister-in-law wears. Thus a quartet of breasts bouncing 
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(ensemble) from one chapter to another to the delight of my 
disingenuous lover. The black T-shirt of the young man in the Cain 
Café that is either in whatever this is, or whatever is to come. Thus, 
an early character of mine with the eyebrows of a tall man. 

As for the "real" Professor Gervey, he could, while teaching, vanish out 
of his professorship into the nun's priest, the clerk, the miller, the ark 
builder's wife. I see his tall-man professorial eyebrows disappear, his 
legs and arms not his own, his voice is all Alison, standing in our 
college classroom jutting his buttocks toward the open window just 
before slamming it shut with glee. "‘Tehee!' quod she, and clapte the 
wyndow to . . . " In honor of my professor's power of instruction, I 
"quod" this passage without reference to my college Chaucer text. I 
won't check to see how I've done: Tehee. 

I learned of Professor Gervey's death while reading my college alumni 
magazine, the very one that carried a notice that I had published the 
very book in which he died. It was also that same week I had that 
déjà vu experience that I did not record in Nicholas. I alone know why 
it is there and not here. 

This writing from elsewhere in the house today that I'll paste here to 
see how it reads: 

—Leggett, why didn't you tell me? 

He looks at his plate. He looks into his coffee mug. Our ex and present 
wives and lover has just filled it. 

—Do you think she looks like Dolly? he says. 

—Like Mona as well. 

He asks how could I have told you? 

—By opening your mouth and speaking. 

—What good would that have done? 

—Let me be the judge of that. As I should have been a long time ago. 

You are now, he says. 

Unlike in my fiction, where I know what my characters are talking 
about, I have no idea what I am referring to in the scene above. What 
could Conrad have not told me all these years? Something about our 
writing? Something about me? And where is this writing of mine 
calling me from? 

It is night. 

Well, dear reader, now I have something to report. It is Friday. Friday 
mid-morning. Until the doorbell rang just now I had been trying to 
convert my lies to my wife about the screenplay into fact for my 
agent: Cut. Zoom. Indoor. Night. The postman rings once. 

There was a large box of twenty-five copies of my new novel that had 
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to be signed for, some odds and ends mail, and a literary magazine to 
which I subscribe. And in that magazine was a "fiction" by my 
breakfast buddy of tomorrow. I sat down and read it straight through 
with two results: First, I see myself therein, and second, while reading 
it, I had déjà vu experience number twenty-four (and the first one out 
of Leggett's presence—unless he is somewhere hereabouts), which I 
now record: 

Upon reading the sentence: Friday was mauve to Nick. All days had 
colors although not by the days of the week, so that there might be 
two mauve days in a row and then a green one. But no day was 
without a color, and Friday was mauve, I felt as if I were having my 
déjà vu inside the story as well as outside it, as if I had been there 
before not only because of reading the sentence, but because of 
having "Nick's Friday" be a "mauve one." A double déjà vu, if that is 
possible, one in fact and one in fiction. Or the other way around. Do 
you understand? I ask because I don't. But there is more. 

I need a walk. Or a blind oracle to explain it to me. 

I'm back. The more is this: Conrad's "fiction" is composed of two 
characters in conversation. One of them Leggett (yes, dear reader, 
"Leggett!") talks and the other character, Nick (Nick! Dear reader, 
"Nick!"— And to round it out there is a "Dolly"). Talk about literary 
guns going off over literary fireplaces. Plus transmigrations! 

—I've never known what to do with Dolly when she sulks, says 
Leggett, watching Nick using his left hand fingers to drum his forehead
—and where, Leggett wonders, had he seen that nervous gesture 
before? —What movie?—My Dinner with...My Dinner with...Oh, the 
name was not there, but then that was not the movie-of-the-
drumming-fingers anyway. A Woody Allen film perhaps. No. Yes. No. 
Interiors. No. 

When Nick stops drumming his fingers, he says: 

—It is best to ignore sulking in wives; they have their secrets and it is 
probably a secret that is nagging them. At least it would be in a book 
of mine. We are what we keep to ourselves. You should know this 
better than I. 

—"Andre," Leggett thinks My Dinner with Andre. That's the movie. But 
that's not where the drumming of the fingers on the head is coming 
from. Dressed to Kill. Vertigo. Neither. 

—You don't think I should try to find out what's the matter? continues 
Leggett. 

—Leave her be. It will pass. Nick drums his head. He seems nervous. 

You guessed it: I drum my head with my left hand when I am 
nervous. It is not a gesture I have given any of my characters . . . in 
fact, now that I think of it, none of my characters have any of my 
gestures. Nor my features. Nor my political leanings (I am Center-
Center; I don't lean). And nothing like "We are what we keep to 
ourselves" will ever come out of the mouth of any of my characters. I 
may be a famous writer in your bookshelves, but I am not in my books
—much less famous in them. 

The phone is ringing. Glenda (or Emily? Where am I?) has gone to 
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town so I'll have to get it myself. Maybe this afternoon when we swim 
she'll wear her blue bathing suit again. I am lusty for her, but I'll need 
to save it for Sunday. The phone is ringing. Why did Conrad use 
"Leggett" and "Nick" in his fiction? Who is stealing from whom? [Note 
to Nicholas: And then there is the matter of my secret déjà vu and 
how it turns up at the end of his story. How could he have known? The 
phone is ringing.] The phone is ringing. Italics mine. 

It was Leggett. He called to say that Saturday is bad for him, and 
would it be possible for us to put it off a week? I said of course. I also 
said I hoped that there was nothing the matter, and he said in fact 
there was. But that he'd explain later. He seemed to be thinking this 
out as he talked. There was a pause. I could hear Dolly in the 
background. Then Conrad said maybe it would be better to put it off 
until even later. He would call me. I said if I could help just let me 
know. He thanked me. I thought I could hear Glenda in the 
background. What was she doing there? Conrad hung up. I could not 
hear what Dolly was saying. Nor Glenda. I mean Leggett hung up. And 
it is Vivian, not Dolly; and Emily not Glenda. [Note to Nicholas: Go 
back and check for "Leggetts" and "Dollys," and "Vivians." If I am 
confused, so are you. Which is me. Or is it ‘I'?" What a mess. Again: 
Dolly is Leggett's real wife who is Vivian in this. Glenda is my real wife 
who is Conrad's (i.e. Leggett's) sister-in-law. Just as Dolly is my sister-
in-law. That makes me feel better.] [Note to Nicholas: What's going on 
out there? If you don't know, who does?] 

Friday (cont.) 

What happened this morning is a scene from one of my books. 
Someone is intruded upon by a knock or phone call. Plans are 
changed. Both the character and the reader are in the dark. Also, did 
you notice that Conrad's "fiction" was in the third person? Yes. 
Leggett? Are you out there? I invade you. You invade me. [Note to 
Nicholas: Where did that come from?] Stop. 

Start. Time has passed. An hour. I am looking out the left hand 
window by the fireplace Snuggery, and I see Leggett's Volvo coming 
along the driveway. If he has a Browning 38 in the glove compartment 
he will be a character of mine. His wife will be my mistress. His wife 
and my wife and I are a ménage a trois. I will soon be shot. And in the 
end the dear reader will discover that his wife and my wife are to him 
what they are . . .[Note to Nicholas : Of course! Did you know that?] 

I am now having that sense that as I am typing these words, I have 
typed them before, and that I have seen Leggett's car vanish from my 
window for being so close to the front door, and that soon the doorbell 
will ring and I will go downstairs and open the door and then I will 
enter into the déjà vu that is not yet in Nicholas but will now be filed 
there, to wit: 

"Leggett, what is the matter?" 
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"I have read your most recent novel," he says. "It came in yesterday's 
mail." He is pointing it at me. 

"Yes," I say. 

"I did not know," he says. "I am betrayed." 

"You!" I say. "I've just read your recent fiction." 

The doorbell was ringing. The doorbell is ringing. I am out of past 
tense and back to the present. The doorbell is ringing. 

[Note to Nicholas: The End?] 

To wit: 

Title graphic: "Character Sketch" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2009.
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You begin to sweat, for hours 
the way these stars poke through 
and everything has come true 

—it's a knack you learn 
quickly, pulling up small stones 
—that’s it! afterwards 

you bring back those same days 
as evenings that no longer 
say anything, the darkness 

is enough, lets your fingertips 
pin down the Earth, hold it 
drain it—afterwards 

you put back its night 
as once and never again 
though your shadow too 

falls from a sky swept away 
for rain and your hand 
wider than usual, gone. 
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And though these stones all night 
come from the same fountain 
they still clear the sky 

for hillsides and what overflows 
they carry back as the distance 
that takes forever to dry 

—it must be raining inside 
where every stone you hold 
has slope to it, falls face up 

the way once there were two skies 
—that's right! two horizons 
two mornings and the sun that’s left 

is still looking for the other 
though in the darkness 
you hear your arms folding 

—even without wings the Earth 
almost remembers growing huge 
lit and this endless rain 

has always depended on it, the rest 
is lost, calling out from your hand 
and even further off. 
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Katherine is reading this 
and in the slow rain between each word 
she hears her lips closing in 

the way a love note is folded 
kept for years alone in a drawer 
half wood, half as if its darkness 

is after something else on the page 
she can't remember touching before 
vaguely, if someone older says so 

though a star can be born and die 
before its light reaches her eyes 
holding on to these dim shapes 

that have no sound yet—it's too soon 
—she will forget how far and you 
what she hears at every chance. 
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The old men at the wharf told her it was six kilometers to the Temple 
of Aretusa. Beyond the peninsula and over by the papyrus marsh. A 
bucket full of dead gray eels on the pier. Mireille bought a few bottles 
of water from a café and started off down the dirt road. But it was 
probably twelve kilometers. She realized this halfway into the 
afternoon. One of her sandal straps broken, water gone, her fine black 
hair scalding her scalp. 

Not a car for hours. Gold dust caking the hem of her jeans. She was 
nineteen. The summer after her mother's death. She spoke French, 
English and Italian and was using them to weave herself around 
Europe without a plan. 

She walked through a lemon grove—the fruit so plentiful that the trees 
were painful to look at. The intensity and mystery of Sicily could fill 
her with glee or bring her to tears from one instant to the next. It had 
been like this in a disco in Rome with the flashing lights, the strange 
bodies rubbing against her, the noise and the smell of alcohol. Not 
knowing whether she should keep going or turn back. Now she felt like 
crying, but didn't. 

She heard the hum of a motorino behind her. A boy about her age, 
dark hair, strong body. He pulled up beside her. Smooth, plump lips 
like many of the boys there. Irises black, even in the sunlight. There 
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was a mesh pack dripping water down his back. "Ostriche," he said 
with an apologetic smile, even before he said, "Ciao." He was just 
returning from the oyster farm. A strong smell of seaweed, dirt and 
lemons. 

"Hi," she said. 

"Are you lost?" They were speaking Italian. 

"I'm going to the Temple of Aretusa." 

He smiled again. "You're from France. Touriste." 

"Yes, very good," she said. "You speak French?" 

"Only a little. I'm learning. Let me give you a ride to the temple. I'm 
Giuseppe." 

She told him her name, and he let her sit in the front and drive so that 
she didn't get wet. She knew how to use the brake and gas on the 
handles. It gave her a sense of pride she hadn't felt in a long time. His 
hands on her hips. The lemon trees were streaks of yellow and green. 

They stopped at the papyrus marsh. He pointed at a small opening in 
the reeds. "Go through there and you will find the temple. I could go 
with you, if you wish." 

"Yes. I'd like that." They walked into the reeds. It was quiet and still. 
From below, the tufts at the top of the papyrus looked like palm 
fronds, like the ceilings of cathedrals. 

The temple was crumbling into the marsh. White rubble like clean 
bones. There were only three columns left standing. "Not much," he 
said. "The Temple of Apollo in town is better." He picked up a piece of 
marble and handed it to her. "A souvenir." She put it in her pocket, 
but when he wasn't looking she put it back since she knew it was 
wrong. 

They walked onto the foundation, sat on the steps. The sun was going 
down and it was getting cooler. Giuseppe opened his sack and dumped 
the oysters onto the marble step. He removed a fishing knife and a 
couple of lemons from his pockets. He sliced the lemons into wedges 
and deftly opened an oyster. The meat was dark pink, like a bloodless 
wound. When he squeezed the lemon juice onto the flesh, the oyster 
cringed. He offered it to her and she ate it in one quick scoop before 
she could change her mind. Delicious and repulsive. It was warm, and 
she could taste seaweed and lemon, very different from eating dead 
oysters on ice as she had at parties in Paris. He fixed one for himself 
and then one for her, back and forth like that until they had a small 
pile of shells. They began to talk; he asked her how long she'd been 
traveling. She said she'd been in Italy for a month. He told her he had 
a job working as the concierge's assistant at a hotel. He eventually 
wanted to be a hotel manager. 

"Why are you traveling alone?" he asked. 

She didn't want to tell him about her mother and the inheritance. Nor 
did she want to explain her wish to be away from the people who 
knew her. She wasn't ready to tell anybody about it, and wouldn't be 
for a long time. "I don't know," she said. 

"Don't you get lonely?" 

"No. I'm always meeting people." 
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He smiled down at the pile of shells. Mother of pearl opalescent in the 
late sun. "I'm sure you do." 

"No," she said. "Not like that. Like this." She pointed back and forth at 
the two of them. But that was wrong, too. Flushed cheeks. The 
dizziness of fatigue. "Do you have any water?" 

They got back on the bike and rode to the baroque district. Sat at a 
café on a curve, overlooking the turquoise Ionian. The golden buildings 
became pink in the late afternoon sun. A cool smell like wet cement 
drifted out of the café. They ordered Coca-Colas; practiced their 
French, Italian and English. He had shiny, wavy hair. Teeth slightly 
crooked. He taught her how to say a few things in Sicilian. "We say 
bedduzza for bella. It's very similar. You see?" 

She laughed. "It's not similar at all." 

She wanted to know where he lived. She thought maybe he would 
point to one of the old apartments on the block. He told her he stayed 
with his mother and two younger brothers in a different district, one of 
the newer parts of town.

"What's your mother like?" she asked. 

"You never know from day to day. Sometimes she's so sweet. But she 
gets on my case. She'll be mad at me for not going home with the 
oysters." He laughed, propped his chin on his palm. 

"Oh, no." 

"It's okay. She'll get over it." He tilted his head. "She and my dad are 
separated right now, and she's having a hard time with it. He's in 
Palermo." 

"What happened?" 

"He had an affair. It was years ago, but only recently did she find out. 
They started fighting about it, and then they weren't fighting, not even 
talking, so she kicked him out. It's just a matter of time before she 
forgives him." 

"You think they'll get back together?" 

He looked at the sea and nodded. She rested her index finger on the 
knuckle of his pinkie. They stayed like that for minutes. His sinews 
twitching below her fingertip. 

The town woke up at dusk. Children chased each other on bicycles. 
Couples walked side-by-side, looking at the sea. Old men walked arm-
in-arm with young beauties. Granddaughters or maybe even great 
granddaughters. A few old women and a thin dog walked alongside a 
burro pulling a cart.

Mireille didn't feel she belonged here. She didn't feel she belonged 
anywhere. Her mother had been a Pakistani-American who had moved 
to Paris to marry her father. She'd had a private tutor until college. 

She said, "My mom died nine months ago." She hadn't talked about 
her mother with anyone since the funeral. Everyone gave her such a 
look of pity that it caused her to feel guilty. She was still waiting for 
the deluge to hit. 

Giuseppe returned her gesture, placing his finger on top of her 
knuckle. 
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Later that evening, she and Giuseppe went to a restaurant and 
ordered salads of olives, cheese, basil and tomatoes. Baskets of bread 
and a dish of olive oil. It was a hole in the wall place from the outside, 
but inside there were paintings of knights on the walls, chairs with real 
velvet seats and dusty chandeliers. Mireille looked up at one of the 
chandeliers just as the single center strand of drops fell. It clanged 
down a few feet away. She jumped. No one else seemed to notice. 
She and Giuseppe looked at each other and didn't mention it. She 
looked down again. There it was—a large crystal sphere with a tail of 
smaller radiant drops. Unbroken. For the rest of the night, Mireille 
watched as waiters pranced around it. Just before they left, Giuseppe 
picked it up. "Here," he said. "You should have this to always 
remember me." 

"No, that would be stealing. It belongs here." 

In a few days, Giuseppe took her to his family's apartment for lunch. 
They lived on the eighth floor of a lower-middle class high rise. Three 
bedrooms, crowded but clean kitchen, upright piano in the living room, 
Giuseppe's father still looming from picture frames on the piano and 
walls. A short man with a dramatic moustache, beginnings of a 
potbelly. 

They had an incredible view of the Ionian and its grand freighters that 
never seemed to be moving, but appeared and disappeared between 
morning and night and morning again. 

His two brothers, Mario and Daniello, were scuffed school children who 
liked to play soccer on the trampled common lawn. Giuseppe's 
mother, Laura, was a tiny woman with huge black eyes like Giuseppe, 
who wore black leggings and long wispy tunics. Smoked like mad on 
the balcony. 

"Well hello, bedduzza," she said slowly and expressively upon meeting 
Mireille. "So you're the one who ate all the oysters?" She wrapped her 
arms around Mireille. "Oh, don't you worry. I am only joking." 

She served them bowls of conchigliette pasta and tuna with a plain 
lettuce salad. Talked about neighbors, soccer games and coworkers. 
Touched the top of Mireille's hand repeatedly. Asked her about France, 
Germany, the Czech Republic, the cost of a liter of gas in Paris. 

"Mamma, stop badgering her to death," Giuseppe said. 

Laura slapped him lightly on the side of the head. "Don't be 
disrespectful. If you don't want me to talk with your friends, don't 
bring them home." She turned back to Mireille. "So, what is the most 
beautiful place you've ever been?" 

"Here," she answered. 

Laura shook her head. "Look how polite she is," she said gratefully. 
"No, I mean really." 

"I'm serious," Mireille said. 

Laura set down her fork. "To be honest, if I had a daughter, I wouldn't 
let her leave Sicily on her own. What do your parents think about you 
traveling by yourself?" 
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"My father is very busy and my mother passed away in September." 

Giuseppe said, "Great, Mamma. Fai i cazzi tuoi." 

"Hush. That's nothing to hide," she said to Giuseppe. To Mireille she 
said, "My dear girl, I'm so sorry to hear that. My own mother died 
when I was twenty-one. Giuseppe had just been born, and I needed 
my mother's advice more than anything, so I made a shrine in the 
corner of my bedroom, and I kept talking to her, asking her a million 
questions and feeling as though she were answering me. No one was 
allowed to speak about her in the past tense in my presence. I didn't 
accept her death until he was two." 

"I wish I could talk to my mother like that. Right now, I don't feel 
anything." 

"Everyone grieves in her own way," Giuseppe said.

"How true," Laura agreed. 

Laura collected the dishes and set chocolate-dipped biscotti on the 
table. She made espresso with a stovetop percolator. "How would you 
like to live here with us?" she asked as she set a cup of coffee before 
her. 

"I wouldn't want to intrude." 

"Oh, no, no. Please. You must stay. I would love it." 

"Yes, please stay," Giuseppe said. 

Then Mario and Daniello, who had been quiet all this time, began to 
clap their hands. "Stay, stay, stay," they cheered. 

She went to the bathroom to think it over. Five towels cluttered the 
one towel rack. Toothpaste scum on the faucet and sink. Grime in the 
tub. Hair on the soap. The acrid smell of a dirty soccer shirt. She 
observed them the same detached way she studied everything else 
that was strange and new. So this was siblinghood. 

And so, after lunch, Giuseppe and Mireille went back to the hostel 
where she'd been staying, gathered her things, and checked out. 

Mireille moved into the bottom bunk in Giuseppe's room. They made 
love on a blanket on the floor so as to not make any noise. Their 
hands gently over the other's mouth to stifle the gasps and moans. 

Giuseppe had become the man of the house. He was in charge of 
Mario and Daniello when Laura was at work. There were many fights 
between the two younger brothers. Sometimes they'd be joking 
around, and then they'd get mad and start to punch and wrestle. 
When they came up panting and sweaty, it seemed like they were 
joking again, but even Mireille was never sure. Sometimes the two 
ganged up on Giuseppe—Mario, the bigger of the two, jumped on his 
back and Daniello punched him in the stomach. Giuseppe tolerated 
their punches and kicks like a father lion. All three hid the bruises and 
scrapes from Laura. 

There were fights between Giuseppe and Laura. He criticized her 
cooking, rolled his eyes when she asked him to run to the market or 
pick his brothers up. When Mireille made her bed, he yanked the 
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covers back into disorder and said that it was Laura's duty to make the 
beds. Mireille's mother had scarcely lifted a finger. They had always 
had a maid and a cook. 

Sometimes when Giuseppe was at work at the hotel, she and Laura 
folded laundry or washed the dishes. Laura took deep drags off her 
cigarette and talked about her husband. "They're all cheaters, you 
know. I just never had proof until I found the pictures and letters." 
Once Laura even showed her these letters—worn yellow stationary 
with Sicilian words that Mireille pretended to understand. Mireille 
wondered if the letters were so worn from Laura or her husband 
handling them.

"Could you forgive him?" Mireille asked. 

Laura, ironing furiously, cigarette hanging from her lips, ashes 
peppering Giuseppe's dress shirt. "He's living with another woman." 
She snubbed the butt into a teacup. Leveled her gaze. "Mimi, maybe 
things are different in France—I don't know, I've never been farther 
than Rome—but the Sicilian stronzi will use you up, my child." 

"But what about Giuseppe? He's so good." 

Laura blew the ashes away. Lit another cigarette. "Giuseppe," she said 
as if trying to place him. "Yes, he is a very dear son. Thinks highly of 
himself. But you, my child, are a blessing." The smoke in the room 
was blue in the afternoon light. "Tell me about your mother." 

"She was beautiful and smart, but very sad most of the time." 

"Ah, I see. Stronzi!" Laura said and sighed. "And how did she die?" 

"She had a condition that caused her to stop breathing at night, which 
destroyed her heart." 

"Oh you poor, poor girl." She snubbed out the cigarette and pressed 
Mireille to her boney chest, tears dripping down her face and dropping 
onto Mireille's bare arm. "You can call me ‘Mamma' if you like." 

Mireille flinched. The tears on her arm. Laura's kind words. She felt a 
stab of pain, but the feeling passed. 

Laura taught her how to make pasta and gnocchi. Gave her little gifts—
a silver ring, a box of sassafras candies. But at night, she treated 
Mireille as a rival. When she and Giuseppe came home from dates, 
Laura would insist on smelling their breath for marijuana. Her eyes 
would narrow to slits and she would curse at Giuseppe for wasting 
their money on drugs. In the middle of the night, she would randomly 
open their bedroom door to try to catch them. A couple of times, she 
came very close. 

Mireille implored Giuseppe to treat his mother with more respect. 
"She's having a hard time. She didn't want your father to cheat on 
her." 

"Okay," he said. "I'll work on it." 

They were having lunch at a pizzeria and the bill had just arrived. She 
understood that part of his bitterness toward Laura had to do with 
giving her some of his earnings to run the household, instead of 
putting it into savings for his future. Mireille slid the bill off the table in 
mid-sentence as she'd seen her father do when he was surreptitiously 
paying for someone's meal. 
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"What are you doing?" Giuseppe asked. "Do you think I can't take care 
of you?" 

"I just thought it would be my treat for a change." 

"What kind of man do you take me for?" 

So she handed over the bill. 

In an attempt to pay her way, she helped around the house. Picked up 
Daniello and Mario from practice, helped them with their homework, 
tried to teach them English and French, and fixed lunches. She didn't 
dislike it. At night, they would turn on the radio and play hide and 
seek in the apartment. They hid in closets, under covers and beds, 
piles of clothes, and when they found each other, they would 
runaround in the living room. Green lights from the radio dial 
illuminating their silhouettes. One of the popular songs that summer 
was called "Gino," by Davide de Marinis. Mireille tore through the 
house singing, "Gino ha perso la testa, è andato fuori. Si è innamorato 
perduto di un' amica di mia sorella!" It made Daniello and Mario shriek 
with laughter, so she would find them immediately. A decade later she 
would hear "Gino" in a hip Paris café, and the images of that summer 
would come back in streaks and flashes like brain seizures. 

Mireille often rode into town with Giuseppe on days that he worked. 
She would spend the day sketching and wandering while Giuseppe 
arranged travel itineraries for guests and called the train station to 
make reservations. They'd meet for the midday break and drive 
around visiting his friends. Some of them didn't even have to work, 
like Angelo. Angelo's uncle was cappa mafia and had bought him a 
Baby Yogurt shop, so he spent the days as he pleased, occasionally 
dropping in for a dish of yogurt and to hassle his female employees. 
Mireille was afraid of him. 

Once, Angelo asked Giuseppe if he liked dating an Arab. 

"She's as much Arab as we are Algerian, stronzo," Giuseppe said. 

"We're not Algerians," Angelo said. 

"They came to Sicily thousands of years ago and stayed. What do you 
think happened to their descendants? Do your homework." 

Pakistan wasn't an Arab country, and her mother hadn't been born 
there nor had she raised Mireille as a Muslim. She had to say this to 
herself countless times. 

But no one had ever stuck up for her like this, and she loved Giuseppe 
more for it. "What if he tells his uncle?" she asked after Angelo 
swaggered off.

"I'll be a goner," he joked. "I guess we should get a room at the hotel 
and hide out until it's blown over." They went to the hotel where 
Giuseppe worked. One of his friends, the day clerk, gave him a key. 
Giuseppe led her to the bridal suite. The antique bed had a canopy of 
Spanish lace. Pink coral carvings of Leto and Zeus adorned the walls. 
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Doors opened to a balcony over the sea. Bathtub shaped like a scallop 
shell. They made love. Giuseppe ordered wine and bruschetta. Ran 
water in the tub, carefully unwrapped the bar of soap. Washed her like 
an infant—building a slight lather and then bringing the water over 
each soapy centimeter with a cupped hand. She leaned back against 
him when he was done. 

"Do you miss your father?" she asked. 

"Yeah. When we talk on the phone it's hard to keep a conversation 
going." 

"Why don't we visit him?" 

"He says he's not ready for that. He still has to put in long hours at 
work to prove himself. " 

She wasn't sure if he knew about the woman Laura had spoken of. 
"Maybe you should just go. Call him from the station, say, ‘Dad, I'm 
here.'" 

"That's crazy woman talk." 

"Maybe so." 

They were quiet for awhile. Listened to the water dripping from the 
faucet. Wind rushed in from the balcony, carried a butterfly into the 
bath. Giuseppe lifted it out, and it sat on the side of the tub moving its 
wings up and down to dry them. "What are you doing in the fall?" 

"Going back to the university." 

"I'm going to have a three month internship at a hotel in Cefalú. 
Cefalú is so beautiful. Shells like this," he slapped his palms on the 
bathtub, "the size of your fist. Wash up on the beach every morning. 
And the hotel is a top rate. I'll have a room there. Come with me." 

"I don't want to dropout." 

"Take one semester off. Travel is worth ten college degrees." 

"I don't know." 

"I'm not ready to lose you. Are you ready to lose me?" 

"No, I don't want to lose you. I'll go." 

One evening in early August, they all went to the restaurant where the 
strand had fallen from the chandelier. Mireille noticed that it was back 
in its place, but someone had cleaned it before replacing it, and it 
sparkled brilliantly among the rest They ordered pasta de ricca del 
mare and bottles of wine. Even Daniello and Mario got glasses. Just 
before the waiter brought the tiramisu, Giuseppe shoved his chair 
aside and fell down on one knee. "Mimi, will you be my wife?" He was 
hopeful and expectant. He smiled and stroked the top of her hand. He 
uncurled his fist to reveal the ring, a small round sapphire surrounded 
by tiny diamonds, set in white gold. 

Laura, Daniello, and Mario smiled at her from around the table. Laura 
wore a purple silk dress, and the boys were in suits. Giuseppe was still 
on bended knee, suddenly nibbling his lip as she hesitated. 
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They were all there, watching her, their hopes as a family hinging on 
this mysterious foreigner. "Yes," she said, though she was shaking. 
Wine and pasta rising up in her throat. The worn red velvet glowing on 
the backs of empty chairs like eyelids closed to intense light. 

He put the ring on her finger. The sapphire winked at her. She'd not 
expected this, and now she felt foolish. All the things she'd done, on a 
whim or because she loved them—moving in, helping Laura with the 
housework, playing with the children, accepting Giuseppe's offer to go 
to Cefalú—had made silent promises. 

"Look," Laura said. "It was such a surprise that she's in shock." She 
came from the other side of the table and embraced her from above 
and behind, one arm over her chest and a hand on her head. "Finally, 
I will have a daughter." She kissed her on each cheek, and then 
Daniello and Mario crowded around and began to hug and kiss her. 

Giuseppe kissed her, and everyone clapped. The waiter brought the 
dessert and another table bought them a bottle of wine. An old man 
sang them a love song in a deep baritone that echoed against the 
stone walls. 

Later that night, Laura went home with the boys, and Angelo and his 
seventeen-year-old wife, who looked to be five months pregnant, 
showed up to celebrate. Angelo kept joking about how long it would 
take Giuseppe and Mireille to have Muslim babies. She followed them 
around to the various bars with a bemused smile on her face, 
eventually letting the Sicilian language slide over her like a black 
curtain. She hadn't even known Angelo was married. 

If anyone knew that she was mourning, it was Giuseppe. She caught 
him looking at her with concern and tenderness, and so she looked 
back with the same, knowing it would be the last night she'd spend 
with him. She'd never know if he understood, but as the night wound 
down, he became calm and removed, as though he had made up his 
mind that she was only as frightened as she should be. That they 
would get married and fight and work through it like everyone else. 

He'd never really known her. She'd not told him that she was here to 
escape her life, that she wanted to get her education and have a 
career before even thinking of marriage, children. She'd left out the 
inheritance—enough to pay for her education or live a nomad's life for 
a decade—because that changed how a person saw you. She hadn't 
trusted him to understand her, and she'd misrepresented herself. 

Angelo and his wife gave them a ride. In the back seat, Giuseppe held 
Mireille close and fell asleep. Leaned heavily on her shoulder. Angelo 
and the wife squabbled in the front. 

The apartment was dark and quiet when they got in. The living room 
drapes were open, and a full moon shed light on the sea. Giuseppe 
said that they could sleep in the same bed, so they crawled into the 
bottom bunk. She fondled and kissed him, but he was too far into a 
drunken sleep. For an hour she stayed there, stacked against him and 
breathing the smell of his hair and skin, inhaling and exhaling as his 
back expanded or withdrew from her chest. 

Then she got up and quietly packed. She left a note in half Italian, half 
French, on the nightstand saying she couldn't marry him. Didn't 
specify why. Said she was "sorrier than he would ever know." It was a 
sentiment she did not feel, but thought she might in the future. Left 
her aunt's address in Paris if he wanted to find her later. Folded the 
note until it was only a small square. Placed the ring on top. 
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She walked to a pay phone and called a taxi to take her to the train 
station and bought a ticket for the first train to Rome. From there she 
could go to Paris or Austria or Switzerland. The next departure wasn't 
for a couple of hours, so she rested against her suitcase, looked up 
whenever she heard footsteps. Finally the train came and she slipped 
on. Smells of dusty fabric and wind. The relief from waiting was a 
comfort so great that it reaffirmed her intentions. 

Thus began her love of trains. You could pack up and leave whenever 
you wanted. Start a different version of your life somewhere else. 
Mistakes were only real if they were present. And they were only 
present if you had someone to remind you. 

She shared a couchette with a mother and her two young children. 
One child asleep on each side of her. A tote filled with food for the long 
ride. Toy horses lined up behind the seatback. Mireille stowed her 
suitcase and pretended to sleep. 

After the train was a few kilometers away from the station, she left the 
couchette. She stood in the aisle and looked out the windows. White 
cliffs. Citrus groves. Houses with metal shutters beginning to open as 
the towns they passed began to wake. Patches of Fica d' India 
persisting in the dry rocky cliffs. The sea. When the train came to 
Messina, it slowly shifted itself onto the ferry. Men disassembled it to 
fit all the cars on the lower level. She got off when they had loaded 
the last of the train onto the tracks that ran across the ferry like 
lesions. She climbed up to the deck, looked at the hazy mainland in 
the north. Went to the back of the ferry and watched as Sicily melted 
away. 

Suddenly she was angry that Giuseppe hadn't found her at the station, 
hadn't stopped her just before she got on the train. Her heart 
palpitated, and she became weak with grief. She steadied herself with 
the railing. A sharp pocket of air trapped in her throat. She saw her 
mother's image for the first time in almost a year. She was propped 
up on the sofa, straining to stay awake as she often did when Mireille 
came home from school. The image was so sharp—Mireille saw white 
streaks in her black hair, which Mireille had forgotten—and her eyelids 
were drooping, but she didn't have purple lips and circles under her 
eyes as she had in the last days. Mireille imagined having a 
conversation with her, explaining her betrayal. Her mother would 
stroke the top of her daughter's head, take a long pull of air and 
pause. "My Mimi," she would say at last, "You can't have your freedom 
and your rescue. It just doesn't work that way." 

Title graphic: "Great Wide Open" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2009.
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In the summer of 1954, when I was nine years old, my mother sent me to 
live with her cousin Zelda in Levittown, Long Island. I'd met Zelda once 
years earlier, retaining only a vague memory of spicy perfume, a cloud of 
blonde hair, my mother's wistful, "Such a long time." This wasn't unusual; 
people appeared and disappeared in our lives like characters in a Russian 
novel. Their impermanence seemed normal both then and for a long time 
after. 

My mother cited her fear of polio, reflective of the whole country which 
teetered on a tightrope of concern, balancing normal life with 
hypercaution. New York was bombarded by images of children in iron 
lungs, on crutches, confined to bed; small areas of the city quarantined in 
an attempt to halt the spread of the disease. Terror came up off the 
sidewalk like the stultifying summer heat; it was especially frightening 
since neither cause nor cure was known. Although in the 1950's there 
were 40,000 victims of TB verses 3,000 from polio, it was the stuff of 
parental nightmares because children were its primary victims. Polio 
invaded the national consciousness as something bigger than itself, 
something more than a disease, something that crept up and shook your 
life apart no matter how cautious you were. 

In our neighborhood of Williamsburg, Brooklyn, every store we entered 
had a large March of Dimes card with slits for coins and a photo of 
children on crutches smiling bravely. My mother always contributed, 
glancing at my brother and me with tear-filled eyes, shaking her head in 
sorrow. Her insistence that I leave the city implied that the city itself was 
a contaminant, its littered gutters, shadowed corners, gritty buildings, all 
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repositories of lethal germs. Her decision was bolstered by my recent 
nagging to swim at the nearby Metropolitan Swimming Pool. My body had 
begun to subtly change, a certain curve to my hips, tenderness where my 
breasts would soon develop, that left me reluctant to prance through fire 
hydrants in a swimsuit. 

"You want to soak in water?" my mother said testily, inhaling on a 
cigarette. "Use the bathtub. One: the pool is filthy, two: you don't know 
how to swim, three: it's a mob scene and that's how you get polio, in 
mobs and in swimming pools. You're going to the country," repeating the 
myth that anywhere in Long Island was country. 

I was reluctant to leave behind my family, the library, Saturdays in 
Central Park or the Museum of Natural History. I was uneasy around new 
people, a shy, solitary child who spent hours reading, watching ants on 
the city sidewalk, peering at flies, struck by their iridescence in the sun. I 
appealed to my stepfather, complaining that my brother remained at 
home. 

"Your brother is three, he doesn't ask to go to the pool." 

"I won't ask," I protested. 

"You're going." 

I suspected that the true reason for sending me away was the escalating 
conflict between my parents. My stepfather, a cab driver, worked nights 
and then played cards or followed the floating crap games before he came 
home. I'd often woken to my mother's fury after he'd again gambled 
away rent money, leaving her meager salary the primary source of 
income, while my stepfather's calmer voice tried to cajole her into 
"settling down." In the morning, she'd be at our kitchen table smoking, 
steaming cup of coffee and ashtray in front of her, dressed for work in 
tailored skirt and blouse, small gold hoops in her ears, black pumps 
shined. She'd developed dark circles beneath her eyes, a general air of 
weariness that implied loss and tragic secrets. Indeed, she refused to 
divulge the disease which took her mother's life when my mother was 
only twenty, wouldn't reveal the name of her alcoholic, absent father, 
hadn't spoken to her sister in years for undisclosed reasons, and never 
spoke of my biological father. Her decisions supporting secrecy left me 
little opportunity to consider any other way of approaching problems. 

Those last few nights at home, my brother's soft breathing in the bed 
next to mine, I felt overcome by a bittersweet sadness, a premature 
melancholy specific to adults who idealized childhood. My vision of the 
world was shaped by books, tales of great, important events that shifted 
lives, my nostalgia inspired by imagining a seismic shift in our lives would 
occur during this summer away. I was too young to understand that 
major change is usually preceded by small, incremental decisions. 

My stepfather drove to Levittown, while my brother slept and I read the 
first of numerous sci-fi books I'd packed in a shopping bag. 

"You know," my mother said. "They have libraries in Long Island." 

"Just in case I can't get there," I told her. She had agreed to replenish my 
stock of library books when she visited in exchange for my consent to 
leave. She felt that we had made equal concessions, though I'd lost the 
structure of my entire life while she'd gained one less child to worry 
about. 

There was mostly silence between my parents, their truce one of not 
arguing rather than one of small talk. At one point my stepfather mused 
about Zelda marrying Seymour and my mother answered, "Better to be 
worshipped, no? He has money and gives her whatever she wants for the 
privilege of showing everyone that he, the mieskeit, the ugly boy, 
captured a beauty." 

I looked up from my book sometime later at my stepfather's "Damn." He 
stopped the car to examine the address, stared out the window, then 
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shook his head at the labyrinth of houses winding around us like a 
cocoon. I suspected his eyes, hidden behind sunglasses, were angry. The 
development was a serpentine grid you could circle endlessly. My vision of 
country was informed by books about farms; bucolic settings where cows 
chewed grass, children played with dogs, farmers fed chickens, pasture 
stretched for miles. Levittown was as crowded as the city, rendering 
invalid my mother's claim that she was sending me away to avoid crowds 
and enforcing my belief that she actually imagined the difficulties between 
her and my stepfather remained secret. 

My stepfather cursed under his breath, irritably turned to my mother and 
said, "You really needed to make this decision about leaving her here." He 
finally turned into the driveway of a small two-story blue house. Despite 
my trepidation, I was excited by the plush lawns, trees that cast leaf-
patterned shade, gardens and flowerpots vivid with color. The sky, free of 
piercing tenements, was an expanse of blue laced with puffy clouds. 

As we got out of the car the front door was opened by a tall, bosomy 
blonde in red shorts, striped halter and strappy heels who exuded a 
careless glamour. 

She smiled lazily, shouted, "Hey," and waved. Ashes tumbled to the 
ground from the cigarette in her hand. A jumble of gaudy plastic bracelets 
clacked gaily. 

My mother, in floppy beige pants and crisp, white blouse waved back, 
then ran up the driveway to hug Zelda. A mere five feet, she was dwarfed 
by her cousin, who smiled over her head at me and my stepfather who 
carried my sleeping brother. My mother, who I'd always seen as tough 
and independent, seemed suddenly vulnerable, unexpectedly young and 
innocent in the loose folds of her clothing, her eager embrace signaling 
her loneliness and desire for a relationship without struggle or anger. 

She stepped away, touched Zelda's cheek, and asked, "The girls?" 

"Inside," Zelda answered. 

My mother moved past her into the house while I, lugging my heavy 
shopping bag, followed my stepfather. My brother, Bruce, lifted his head 
from my stepfather's shoulder and looked around sleepily. When my 
stepfather reached the door, Zelda turned sideways and then stepped 
slightly forward as he passed her, so that her breast grazed his arm. He 
glanced at her, and I grew uneasy at something in his face I didn't 
recognize. He lowered his head and vanished into the house. 

Zelda leaned down to kiss my cheek, the drift of perfume unexpectedly 
familiar, and whispered, "I'm glad you're here." 

"Me too," I whispered, in a rapid reverse of feeling. 

Zelda proved an easy person to live with, asking little, always generous, 
draping necklaces or scarves around my neck, offering her large showy 
earrings. Each morning, she set out corn flakes, bananas, milk and juice. 
She sat with us, smoking cigarettes, drinking black coffee, helping Jayne, 
then three, pour milk into her bowl. Anne, at four-and-a-half, exuberant 
about having a "big sister"—as Zelda referred to me—ignored her mother 
to ask me to slice her banana. Zelda winked, implying a conspiracy 
between us that thrilled me. I'd never encountered an adult before who 
assumed a certain maturity on my part. 

Zelda appeared each morning in silky nightgowns with matching robes, 
gifts from her husband. Unlike many of the other neighborhood women, 
she preferred reading to shopping, a preference that made me feel close 
to her. Seymour, in direct contrast to Zelda's attractiveness, was a 
stocky, balding man, his pitted cheeks evidence of an adolescence riddled 
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with the angst of acne. His shoulders and barrel chest belonged on a taller 
man, and although he was actually graceful, he appeared slightly off-
balance. His heavy footsteps pounding down the steps each morning was 
her signal to pour his coffee, toast bread, scramble eggs. He'd watch her 
from the kitchen door, eyes tearful with love. 

"Isn't my girl beautiful?" Seymour would ask, as he strode to the stove to 
hug her. 

"Mommy's beautiful," Jayne agreed as her stepfather kissed the three of 
us on the head before sitting down. 

"And what will my four girls do today?" he asked. His inclusion of me as 
one of his girls inspired warm affection, a realization of how genuinely 
nice he was. 

Zelda's fond look at him seemed identical to the one she bestowed on us, 
and I wondered if she saw him too as a child to be lovingly humored. 

The grand cinematic flow of this morning ritual enthralled me; my 
stepfather never referred to my mother as "his beautiful girl." The 
frequency of Seymour's rhetorical question to others, coupled with his 
arm around her shoulders, brought to mind my mother's interpretation of 
their relationship. 

Seymour owned a restaurant, laboring long hours, and every night 
brought home a hefty roast, lamb chops, or roasted chicken. The 
refrigerator was crammed with cold cuts, cheese, pickles, iceberg lettuce, 
fruit, two types of mustard, which more than anything else impressed me 
as extravagant. I prepared sandwiches whenever I was hungry, drank 
juice, milk, or lemonade. Against one wall of the living room was a long 
table crowned with glasses, silver ice tongs and ice bucket, bottles of 
liquor. In our house, there was wine for Passover and my stepfather's 
occasional beer in summer. I repeated aloud the names on each as 
though meeting strangers—Johnny Walker, Jim Beam, Jack Daniels—
stunned by how much existed beyond Manishevitz and Schlitz. Zelda 
made frequent use of all of these "friends," as she referred to them, 
pouring herself a glass of scotch sometime around lunch, topping it off 
throughout the day. 

I enjoyed playing big sister to Jayne and Anne, both of whom napped for 
hours in the afternoon. They had toys, books, games, coloring books, 
drawing pads, paints, crayons. We played Old Maid for hours, a game I let 
one or the other win, helping Jayne who couldn't keep her cards hidden in 
her hand. Zelda was clearly grateful, admiring what we drew or colored, 
laughing at her daughters' excitement over winning. Her casual 
acceptance of me as responsible "big sister," inspired a certain new 
confidence. Here was a woman who was not my mother indicating that I 
was both competent and special. 

Zelda napped in the afternoon when her daughters did. Often, before she 
lay down, she would brush my kinky hair and wind it tightly in thick 
rollers, then cover it all with a colorful scarf. After her nap she'd brush it 
out, put a bit of lipstick on my lips, and a few times, applied eye shadow, 
mascara, eye liner, carefully demonstrating how best to do it. I liked the 
feel of her hands in my hair, the gentle way she avoided tugging at my 
curls, and would glow as I admired this glamorous stranger in the mirror. 

Zelda was sometimes unsteady on her feet, rueful about her clumsiness, 
heading to her bedroom after "setting" my hair. I assured her that I would 
read or explore outside. I rarely missed home and felt a little disloyal. The 
library, which Zelda signed me into, was a short distance away, 
guaranteeing a fresh supply of books. Despite the closeness of the 
houses, there were lawns, small back yards, and a nearby woodsy area. 
I'd never had the opportunity to wander alone through such a natural 
expanse and I felt a sense of freedom and excitement far different than 
what I experienced in the city. I watched butterflies like drifting petals 
light on milkweed, ants rushing through tiny volcano-like openings in the 
ground, was fascinated by the locomotion of earthworms I dug up. At 
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night I caught slow-moving fireflies, put them in a jar, marveling at 
creatures that seemed science-fiction entities; illuminated insects. I later 
set them free, their escape into the night sky a meteor shower in the 
darkness. 

It was never quiet at night, especially not on weekends, which saw a 
restless surge of socializing. Cliques of neighbors sat outside drinking, 
gossiping, laughing. Zelda and Seymour were good friends with three 
couples who came for dinner in the backyard each Saturday. Despite the 
regularity of these dinner parties, there seemed an air of expectation, a 
certain breathlessness when each couple appeared, kissed hello, 
immediately received a cocktail as though being given a ticket to some 
elite club. Years later, I realized that this was the milieu John Updike and 
Rick Moody described with heartbreaking accuracy, but as a nine-year-old 
refugee from a city tenement, it seemed nearly regal. 

Before dinner, the women gathered in the kitchen to gossip, talk about 
children and husbands, while the men, outside at the picnic table, 
discussed work or sports. Later, everyone gathered around the table to 
eat. I'd never witnessed entertaining like this; my parents occasionally 
playing pinochle with an upstairs neighbor, or my mother having a cup of 
coffee or baking with a friend on Saturdays. There was, I soon realized, a 
predictable, scripted flow to their discussions, and I could often guess 
what each would say next. I usually went to my bedroom to read, 
eventually falling asleep to the hum of conversation outside. One evening, 
Zelda's voice, sharply deviating from its usual girlishness, announced, "If 
Sister Kenny was Father Kenny, the medical establishment would be 
worshiping at his feet; she's a genius. The establishment tries to discredit 
the great work she's done with polio victims because she's a woman. 
Sister Kenny had the audacity to accomplish something; no matter how 
well women do, they're never given the respect men get." 

A flood of male protests followed, but the women's silence implied tacit 
agreement and perhaps even admiration for Zelda's bravery. 

"You know I'm right," she said. I'd never heard such passion in her voice 
and it lent gravity to her declaration. "You men want it all," she said. 
"Everything, but you want your wife to take care of that everything for 
you." 

This was greeted with laughter and a moment later Zelda joined in, her 
hearty laugh the loudest of all. 

I suddenly realized that I hadn't seen a single sci-fi book written by a 
woman and I resolved to ask for one at the library. 

Later that evening, I woke to use the bathroom, heard a low mutter of 
voices, peeked out the window and saw Seymour and Rosie, the small, 
thin woman who lived next door. The moon was especially bright and 
their shadows lengthened across the lawn. Crickets chirped merrily and a 
slow breeze ruffled the leaves of a tall poplar. I opened my bedroom door, 
then paused in confusion. Zelda and Rosie's husband Brian were kissing in 
the kitchen doorway. Zelda held a bottle of wine, and Brian had 
wineglasses in each hand. Only their lips touched, which lent their activity 
an air of something chaste and delicate. I began to back into the bedroom 
but Zelda heard me and turned to look. Brian stepped quickly away from 
her. They faced me, silhouetted against the pale moonlight streaming in 
behind them, their faces shadowed. 

"Are you alright?" Zelda whispered. 

"I wanted to use the bathroom," I whispered back. 

"Go ahead," she said. "We're just getting more wine." 
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She gestured to go and I ran past them, a picture of Seymour's open, 
warm face flashing into my mind. When I left the bathroom, they were 
already outside. I looked through my window at Zelda's soft giggle. She 
sat curved into Seymour, his arm cradling her shoulder. The affectionate 
way she kissed him on the cheek, put her hand over his, left me doubting 
what I'd seen. 

My mother called a couple of times a week, chatting with Zelda first to 
see if I'd been "good, helping with the children, cleaning up after myself." 

"I don't think I'll let you take her back," Zelda said. "She's such good 
company." She winked at me as though it was us against my mother, 
leaving me both uncomfortable and delighted. 

"You having fun?" my mother always asked when I got on the phone. "I 
know you're getting enough to eat with that restaurant of his." 

"I'm having fun, Ma," I answered. 

"Reading everything in sight probably," she said and I knew, a reader 
herself, she was proud of me. 

She lowered her voice then as though she could be overheard, and asked, 
"Is she drinking a lot? She sounds a little slurry." 

I didn't answer; if I told the truth, I'd betray Zelda, if I didn't, I'd betray 
my mother. 

"Okay," she said after a minute's silence. "You don't have to say anything. 
I know the answer." 

Although I would play hopscotch or jump rope with the neighborhood 
kids, I preferred exploring on my own. At the beginning of my third week, 
as I walked around the woods, a grasshopper flew into the air in front of 
me. Perhaps I'd seen flying grasshoppers, but they hadn't registered. 
There was something wondrous in the air-borne flight of this earthly 
creature. I quietly tracked it with my eyes, sprang forward, then caught it 
in clasped hands. As it struggled against my fingers, I felt a surge of 
triumph. 

I raced into the house, careful not to squash my treasure, and slid it into 
a glass turned upside down. The grasshopper vainly struggled to regain 
its freedom, leaping against the sides of the narrow glass with surprisingly 
strong thuds. I studied it with growing excitement, certain that I'd 
discovered something new. Hands trembling with anticipation, I called 
Information, got the telephone number of the Museum of Natural History, 
called, and asked for the "Insect Department." There was a trace of 
amusement in the operator's voice as she said, "Certainly." 

"Entomology," a woman's voice answered a moment later. "How may I 
help you?" 

I blurted out my story, words tumbling over each other. The voice on the 
other end offered "Umm, interesting, I see." 

When I finally wore down, exhausted by my excitement, the woman said, 
"Thank you. I'm grateful you called. However, someone else discovered 
the Dissosteira, this grasshopper you described. It's wonderful for us, 
though, to hear from a budding scientist. Please call us anytime." 

I cried after I hung up, face hot with embarrassment, chiding myself for 
my stupidity. 
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Zelda's soft voice behind me said, "I don't know any other kids who would 
do what you did. Wait till you tell your mother, she'll be really proud of 
you." 

But I didn't have a chance to talk about the grasshopper. 

The next time my mother called, she cleared her throat again and again 
while we spoke, then finally said, "Lillian has polio." She began crying, 
great gasps of sorrow and fear. 

Lillian; my only friend. After school we sat on her fire escape talking about 
school, boys, books. A thin, dark-haired girl, she and I walked to and from 
school and ate lunch together; a couple of outcasts who liked reading, we 
were equally shy, and did well in school. 

A jolt of shame shot through me at how easily I'd stopped missing home 
and my best friend, and now she had polio. 

"Will she be alright?" I sobbed. 

"I don't know," my mother answered quietly. 

Zelda fetched a glass of apple juice after I hung up, rubbing my shoulders 
until I stopped crying. 

"Most people recover from polio," she said gently. 

We sat in silence for a few moments as I finished my juice, then she said, 
"You told your mother you're having fun here." 

"Lots of fun." 

"You don't miss your mother too much." 

"Not too much," I said. 

She laughed and despite my sadness, I joined in, then impulsively added, 
"You're fun. I want to be like you when I'm grown-up." 

She was startled and shook her head. "You don't want to be like me," she 
said. "You're so much smarter than I am. Look what happened with the 
grasshopper." 

"It was stupid." 

"It wasn't stupid. You decided to take a chance on something big; women 
aren't encouraged to do that. It's terrific and brave and it'll get you 
somewhere. I don't take chances because I'm afraid." 

"Afraid? But you're a grown-up. What would you be afraid of?" 

"Grown-up things," she said. "Let's hope you never have to be afraid of 
them." 

"Just tell me one thing," I pressed her. 

She shook her head, but finally said quietly, "Being stuck and too afraid to 
try and get unstuck. I decide to stick with what's easy." She stood and 
turned away, then whispered, "Not so easy, after all, just familiar." 

That Saturday, my stepfather showed up with just my brother. 

"Your mother's got a terrible cold and she doesn't want to give it to all of 
you," he said apologetically. "She's got laryngitis, but she'll call as soon as 
she gets her voice back." 

I led him and my brother outside, accompanied by Jayne and Anne. Zelda 
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stayed behind to make coffee. We wandered through the tiny woods, and 
I pointed out beetles, mushrooms, a tree I liked to climb and read in. 
When I stooped to dig up earthworms, however, my stepfather laughed 
and said he'd go back to the house and have some of that cake and coffee 
Zelda was putting out. 

"Show your brother the country. But don't let him put any earthworms in 
his pocket to take home," he said. 

I did indeed dig up earthworms, placing one upon each child's palm. They 
giggled at being tickled. I helped each of them climb to the lowest branch 
of the tree, then helped them down again. I caught a grasshopper and 
gave them all a turn holding it, cautioning them to be gentle 

"Let's go back to the yard and play on the slide," Anne finally said. 

While they took turns on the slide, I went into the house to get the pitcher 
of lemonade that was always in the refrigerator. 

"I'm getting lemonade," I called as I threw open the front door. There was 
a flurry of activity from Zelda's bedroom. Through the partially opened 
door I saw my stepfather spring up from the bed and Zelda's startled eyes 
as she raised her hand to the open buttons of her blouse. My stepfather, 
face deeply flushed, came into the living room, closing the bedroom door 
behind him. I stared at the slash of lipstick across his mouth. He smiled 
uncertainly, but at the intensity of my gaze, moved his hand across his 
mouth and looked at the red stain. He shook his head, whispered, "Stupid 
idiot," and vanished into the bathroom. 

Zelda, a moment later, came into the living room, cigarette in hand. Her 
eyes held a bored weariness that surprised me. They strayed to the 
closed bathroom door. I thought of how often women's eyes followed my 
stepfather, his dark good looks, thick black hair, lithe body. 

My stomach churned, my face a deep hot red of anger. I thought of the 
kiss between her and Brian. How many men did she kiss anyway? Did 
Seymour know she was kissing men? But my stepfather! I turned without 
a word, holding back tears, and ran outside. The other three were 
involved in a screaming game of tag, Anne and Jayne allowing Bruce to 
catch them. I leaned against the house, my chest tight, battling a desire 
to throw up, thoughts twirling in fear and anger. I had no idea what to do. 
I couldn't tell my mother, yet it seemed impossible not to. My brother 
turned and, laughing excitedly, ran toward me followed by the other two. 
Grateful to be pulled away from my thoughts, I joined them. 

In bed that night, I experienced an immense ambivalence. What Zelda 
had done was wrong. She'd betrayed my mother, yet I still loved her; she 
was kind, good natured, respectful of me. I'd never really pondered 
shades of gray before, viewing most things in absolutes, in the manner of 
nine-year-olds. 

Over the next few days I wouldn't let Zelda do my hair, refused the 
earrings she offered, turned away when she suggested a trip to the 
library. When my mother called filled with joy that Lillian was recovering, 
I couldn't think of some way to tell her that I wanted to come home 
either, without giving her the real reason. For the first time, I understood 
her inability to speak about troubling things and her penchant for secrecy. 

After my stepfather left that afternoon, a plea in his eyes as I avoided his 
hug, Zelda filled her glass, then she filled it again, continuing the ritual 
over the next few days, empty bottles piling up. By Wednesday even 
Seymour, always reticent about her drinking, asked with worried eyes, 
"What's going on? You should slow down, maybe." The warning look she 
shot at him, a vehement reminder of their unspoken agreement regarding 
her drinking, rendered him silent. 
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Wednesday, Zelda surprised me by declaring it time for a shopping trip. 
Anne and Jayne were excited, making a list of what they wanted to buy. 

"And you," Zelda said turning to me. "Anything you want, any books, 
maybe some kind of science experiment." 

"Nothing," I told her sullenly. 

Her eyes filled with tears and she swallowed the last of her drink, swaying 
a little but still hurrying us into the car to go, calling over her shoulder, 
"We'll eat at Daddy's restaurant." 

The two girls were excited, but my stomach turned somersaults. I had 
been able to avoid Seymour's eyes, but felt increasingly guilty about 
keeping a secret from this kind man, while wondering how he couldn't 
know. 

We piled into the car, Jayne and Anne in back, me in the "seat of honor" 
beside her. I knew, as I looked at her sloppily applied lipstick, that it was 
a mistake for her to drive. 

She pulled out of the driveway, chatting with the girls enthusiastically. I 
remained silent, frightened as the car swerved between lanes, other 
drivers honking as they moved out of her way. A determined hardness 
about her made it clear I couldn't insist we go home. 

She entered the turning lane of the busy road, looked at me, said, "Think 
of something you want," then turned left into the path of another car 
whose brakes squealed in an effort to avoid the collision. It hit us hard on 
the passenger side, just missing my door, spinning us in the opposite 
direction. Jayne and Anne screamed behind me. I was shoved into the 
dashboard, then against the seat, then forward again. My head slammed 
hard, the world spun violently in a starry explosion, bile gathered in my 
mouth, then darkness. 

I opened my eyes to Zelda and Seymour hovering over me and a blaze of 
bright lights that contributed to a paralyzing headache. I later learned 
that Zelda, other than bruises, had somehow even avoided a concussion. 
Jayne and Anne had fallen into an enormous pile of clothes meant for the 
cleaners, and had escaped injury. My side of the car had taken the worst 
of the impact, the other driver's skill preventing more serious 
consequences. There was a sharp astringent smell in the air and I turned 
on my side and vomited. Zelda, her face black and blue, was crying. 
Seymour, tight-lipped with anger, leaned over and gently wiped my face 
with a wet towel. 

"You're okay," he said soothingly. "You have a concussion, a great big 
bump on your head, two black eyes, but nothing is broken, thank God. I 
called your parents and they're on their way." 

I tried to nod, but the pain in my head was stunning. I felt with careful 
fingers a gigantic lump covering my forehead, closed my eyes, went to 
sleep. When I next woke my parents were there, faces floating, sounds 
echoing strangely. I felt an incredible need, at that moment, to apologize 
to my mother, certain the accident was my fault, that I hadn't been 
strong enough to confront Zelda, that I'd decided yet again to remain 
silent. 

"Shaa, shaa," she said when I tried to speak. "They're going to keep you 
overnight to watch you, but tomorrow you're coming home." Her face was 
blotchy and swollen with tears, my stepfather's white and anguished. 

"You try to protect your children," she said. "But danger is everywhere. 
You look at what's in front of your face but it's what you don't see that 
you have to look out for." 

I met my stepfather's eyes and he smiled wanly and put his hand over 
mine. "Tomorrow we'll go home," he said. "Tonight we'll stay with Zelda 
and Seymour." He saw the look on my face and quickly said, "It'll be 
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okay." 

I said a quiet goodbye to everyone when they came to the hospital to see 
me off. Zelda hugged me tightly and I submitted, anxious to just go 
home. I returned Seymour's careful hug and kiss with a fierce warmth 
that made him laugh and say, "Careful. We'll see you soon." Jayne and 
Anne cried that I was leaving and I told them how much I would miss 
them. 

The rest of the summer seemed to vanish. I rested, my mother sticking 
close to me, my stepfather arranging trips to Central Park, upstate New 
York, museums, lunches in Chinatown and Little Italy. Once school began, 
however, his shifts at work got longer, my brother staying with the 
woman who watched neighborhood children until I got him after school. 

In late autumn, I brought my mother a permission slip allowing me to 
become a "polio pioneer," one of the children selected to test the Salk 
vaccine. She wept tears of relief, her worst fear laid to rest. 

A few months later, I came home from school to find her and my 
stepfather arguing in the kitchen. 

"How long?" she raged, hitting him on the arms, chest, while he stood, 
head lowered in shame. "When did you decide to sleep with Zelda, when?" 

My head began to pound, my decision not to tell her about what I'd seen 
leaving me responsible for this greater crime; I too had become a keeper 
of secrets and that decision had led to disaster. 

"How can I live with you?" she asked, exhausted by her fury. She dropped 
to a chair in the kitchen. He didn't answer her. "How can I stay with you?" 
she said and buried her face in her hands as if to hide it.

"You just can," he answered, but he couldn't look at her. "You can forgive 
me. I was crazy. It's over now." 

"No, I never can again," she said, then sat silently in the chair, her face 
covered. I thought, as I stared at her, that she was thinking about her 
decision he'd argued against to send me away. It was a summer of 
secrecy, of wrong decisions; my stepfather's, my mother's, and, I 
supposed, mine. I had prematurely entered into this grown-up world of 
judgment calls that had dire consequences. I wanted to say something to 
my mother, something that could somehow make it all right, but the set 
of her shoulders made me stay silent. When she finally looked up at him, 
and then at me, I knew that everything had changed for each of us, and 
could never change back again. 

Title graphic: "Firefly Stars" Copyright © The Summerset Review, Inc. 2009.
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Here, the sun comes to me every morning, 
we greet each other with an embrace and he begins 
nibbling at my ears, moving down my neck and shoulder 
to my spine, the curves of my hip, belly, and breasts and 
so begins our day of lovemaking, his fingers slipping over 
every inch of my skin, we toss, we tangle, his breath 
warm in my hair, between my toes—I take him 
places he has never seen and we make 
new lands of love, going at it for hours, I soak 
up all his juices, sweat them out, the sheets a mess until, 
spent, he must rest at last, so 
fades and sinks to sleep. 
It is then, only then, 
that he comes 
to you. 
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They call this area The Side Bar. No video poker here, just a 
smooth brown horseshoe to lean on when your luck has run out. 
We get the non-gamblers too, people intent on one thing: taking 
the edge off their day. And others who come in out of the cold 
desert night just to sit, shoulder to shoulder, among their own 
kind. It's not love they're after, it's proximity. 

The stories I hear! 

Lulled by the darkness, encouraged by the drink, it's not 
uncommon for people to unburden themselves to a bartender. 
Everyone has a secret they want to get rid of and I'm entrusted 
with an awful lot of information about the people in this town. Folks 
depend on me, especially the ones who don't know it. 

Louise, one of the hostesses, told me her trouble the first week I 
was here. Louise is a middle-aged woman who has spent too many 
hours in the sun. She used to be a looker, you can tell, but now, 
even through that hazelnut tan, you can see the blue veins and age 
spots, and all those wrinkles around her eyes make her look 
constantly tired, which she may very well be: Louise has her hands 
full with a husband and a lover, neither of which she has any 
intention of giving up. 

And Ronny Newcomb, he services the slot machines. Last summer 
while on vacation in the Napa valley, he hit a bicyclist and killed 
him. It was a foggy morning, on a winding road with no shoulder, 
and no one blamed him, not even the family. He told me this in a 
rush, his eyes fixed on the ginger ale he was holding, and when he 
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finished his story and looked up at me, I saw that the words hadn't 
helped: he will never get off that road. Ronny is a kind man, and 
smart; I wish I had known him before. 

And then there's Carla—she's one of our waitresses. Carla is in love 
with a guy named Mark who owns the video store in town. They 
dated for a while, in their early twenties, until he spied greener 
pastures and moved on. Carla, who didn't move on, believes that 
he suffered a lapse of judgment and is still, "in his heart of hearts," 
in love with her. There is no evidence to support this, yet she 
remains convinced that he will leave the wife and children he's 
erroneously acquired and come back to her. She says she has 
"seen" it, that he'll show up on her porch one night, the moon 
behind him. 

Carla wears a locket, a gold heart. Inside this heart is a tiny picture 
of Mark taken in a photo booth when they were dating. He is 
innocent, grinning at the camera; he doesn't know that he is 
trapped, that years have passed and he is still twenty-four, and 
being held against his will in the hollow of Carla's throat. I want to 
lift the curse, I want to open that awful little heart and set Mark 
free. 

When I told my mother I was moving to Nevada, she was 
speechless—for a moment. Now, nearly two years later, she's still 
protesting. If I want to live in a desert, she says, why not a living 
desert. By that she means Palms Springs, where she and my father 
live. Well, there's no way I'm moving to southern California, and 
especially not that fool's paradise, Palm Springs. What's that town 
made of besides swimming pools, golf courses and bougainvillea? 
It's as if they put up decorations, then ran out of ideas.

White Horse may be drab but at least it has integrity. Every 
building on Main Street began with a dream and involved untold 
struggles. Nothing useless lasts very long; stores sell what people 
need—milk and meat, cigarettes and liquor, light bulbs and Band-
Aids, paperbacks and videos. If you want anything else, like art 
work or X-rays, you can drive the hundred miles to Reno. 

But it's not just the town I like, it's the people, the steady way they 
go about their lives, intent on the tasks at hand. They yearn all 
right, but what they want is specific—a new truck, a cold beer, an 
old boyfriend. They don't know there's more to wish for, greater 
depths to their misery. They trust in luck. They keep their chins up. 

The thing is, I'm comfortable here, and I'm not just referring to the 
obvious comforts, like cheap rent and no traffic. What I like most 
about White Horse is its lack of options. There's one hardware 
store, one decent market, one nice restaurant. You'd be surprised 
how restful life can be when you're not crowded with decisions 
every minute. 

Louise is walking toward the bar. She is wearing a tight-fitting gold 
dress I haven't seen before, and I have to say, she has a great 
figure for a woman her age—fifty-two? fifty-four? And she doesn't 
have to toil at a fitness club either (not that you can find one in this 
town). Louise gets her lean looks the old-fashioned way: good 
genes, no breakfast or lunch and a steady supply of Virginia Slims. 

"Hi," she says. "Can I have a club soda?" 

"Sure." I pick up the hose and reach for a glass. Her eyes sweep 
the shelves behind me and I know she wouldn't mind if I splashed 
some scotch in there too, which I would if I thought I could get 
away with it. In a casino you never know who's watching. 

"That dress is so pretty—is it new?" 
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"Not really," she shrugs. Most people look pleased, a little 
embarrassed, when they get a compliment. Not Louise. She 
couldn't care less. As usual she gets right to the point. 

"Meet me for lunch?" Lunch, in our case, happens at six p.m. 

She wants to talk. About Ray, her lover, and Walter, her husband. 
We do this from time to time, discuss the difficulties involved. I 
have a salad and she has three or four cigarettes, and while I nod 
and chew she talks about the drawbacks of loving two men at once, 
the constant vigilance, the colliding emotions. I could make a 
flowchart of this affair, so familiar I've become with its perilous 
progress. Guilt, Louise assures me, is the worst part. "It doesn't go 
away—you have to learn to live with it." Which makes me think of 
guilt as a carpet stain, something you can cover with a chair or 
sofa. But I don't condemn Louise; in fact I'm quietly cheering her 
on. Her life hasn't been easy—her mother drank herself to death, 
her brother was killed in a car wreck, and her younger sister is an 
agoraphobe who hasn't stepped outside her trailer in four years. 
Louise is no fool, she knows what this affair is costing her and she 
knows that it won't end well. She's not asking for pardon or 
promises, only a little time in which to feel alive. 

The break room, as usual, is full of smokers; many of them, 
cramming pleasures, have a cigarette going while they eat. 

Things are getting harder, she tells me. Things with Walter. 

"You think he suspects something?" I ask, forking up some lettuce. 

She shakes her head. "Oh, no. Nothing like that." 

"Then what do you mean?" 

She pauses, frowns. "Kissing." 

I stop chewing and look at her. She never really thought about it 
before, she explains. Kissing. It was just something she and Walter 
did now and then, hello and goodbye, like any other couple. But 
lately, he wants to kiss her all the time. 

"He'll stop me in the kitchen, when I'm doing laundry, and not just 
a peck on the cheek either. He wants the real thing." She frowns 
again. "He was never that way." 

"And you don't want to kiss him?" 

"No," she says, "I don't, and I feel awful about it." And just then 
she looks awful, more wretched I've ever seen her. "I mean, I love 
him, you know? Why can't I kiss him?" 

"How are things with Ray?" I ask. 

"Fine," she says, "same as ever." 

Ray is our chief electrician and the most easy-going guy I've ever 
met. He takes whatever moments Louise can give him. Years 
they've been carrying on and the ardor, she assures me, has not 
waned. She hasn't told me where they have their trysts, but I have 
seen her reappear after a lunch break, her cheeks flushed, her 
coarse blonde hair hastily pinned, and I know that she and Ray just 
gratified each other in one of the supply rooms. It's more common 
than you think, hotel staff having sex on the premises; 
chambermaids, with access to every bed in the place, have the 
clear advantage. 

"You know what he did?" 

"Who?" 

"Walter. He bought my mother a new headstone. I mentioned—I 
don't know, a few weeks ago—that I didn't like the one she had, 
that when she died it was all I could afford. So I went to the 
cemetery last week and here's this new headstone. It's beautiful, it 
must have cost a fortune." She looks up. "He never said a word." 
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There's nothing to say to this so I just nod and let her feel bad. 
Who knows how many more times she'll reach this miserable dead 
end before Ray becomes more burden than pleasure? For sure it'll 
be Ray she gives up, because Walter is the one who gives her 
shelter, and after tending bar for two years I can tell you this: 
People don't stay with the ones who make their knees buckle; they 
stay with the ones who keep them sane. 

Most nights around six p.m a guy who looks like a young Robert 
Redford comes in and politely orders a Coors Lite. He never drinks 
more than two and he always leaves more money than he should. I 
like to watch the women at the bar do a double take when they 
catch sight of him; some of them stare open-mouthed, their 
husbands right there too. He has one of those clean, square jaws 
you just don't see in real life, and his blonde hair curls over the 
collar of his shirt, cowboy-style. I wonder if he's ever considered 
modeling or acting, driving out of this town and heading to 
someplace where you can cash in beauty. Here it counts for 
nothing; here it's worth less than a roll of quarters. 

A few feet away are the slot machines, row after colorful row of 
them. Nickels, quarters, dollars—they all get fed. Every few 
minutes someone hits a jackpot and lights flash, bells ring. 
Jackpots excite everyone. I hear those bells in my brain long after I 
leave the casino. 

Business is never bad. Twenty-four hours a day there are people 
parked in front of those slots, seniors most of them, a drink in one 
hand, a cigarette in the other. I actually admire them. They've 
found something to focus on, and while they may not be the 
healthiest specimens, they are in fact alive, undaunted, doing what 
they want to do, and how much health do you need anyway to sit 
around and gamble? These folks had their days of glory, of beauty 
and vigor and lust, and now they are here, and I see no pity in 
that. Where there is betting, there is hope. Better to end your days 
in front of a slot machine than a TV set. 

Randy, the night bartender, takes over when I leave. Ordinarily 
you'd call that the graveyard shift; here it's just another block of 
hours, and more staff than you can imagine vie for this shift, and 
not just because the tips are better. That's what happens in these 
gambling towns. A counter species develops, a group that prefers 
to move about when the world is cool and dark. 

It takes a while to get used to living in a place where there are 
people spending money every hour of every day. You think about 
those people when you're lying in bed; you understand all at once 
that three am is no different than three p.m, it's just darker. You 
realize how many ways there are to live a life and what cheer these 
rousing casinos must bring to the lonely and the sleepless. 

A couple months ago I tried to explain to my mother why I like 
tending bar, how pouring drinks has made me a better person, and 
she gave a barking laugh into the phone and asked me how plying 
people with alcohol makes me "a better person." I said it wasn't 
about the alcohol; it was about listening, about understanding how 
hungry people are for the smallest kindness. I told her about the 
woman with her face half ruined by some terrible accident, and 
what unfathomable resolve it must take for her to walk in here. To 
walk anywhere. 

Today I meet a well-groomed woman, somewhere in her seventies, 
who orders a Tom Collins, "with no fruit, please." 

"Are the rooms nice here?" she asks. 
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I assure her that they are. 

"Quiet?" 

"Oh, yes. You won't hear any casino noise." 

She nods and thanks me, and then in a soft voice that grows more 
and more persistent she tells me that she's never certain where to 
stay or what to buy, that she used to make all those decisions with 
her husband until he died nine years ago, and don't believe it when 
they tell you that time heals everything, because it does not; she 
misses her husband more now than she did the winter he passed 
away. 

"Do you know who C.S. Lewis is?" she says, lifting her head and 
looking straight into my eyes; hers are shimmering with tears. 

"He was an author." 

"That's right. His wife died, young. He said he never knew that 
grief felt so much like fear." Her expression hardens as she pulls 
her wallet out of her purse. "He's right. You don't think you can 
survive it." 

It's not just the people here who have stories, it's the land. In Elko 
County, there's a town that was built on a blizzard-whipped 
mountaintop where someone found gold in the 1860s. The 
elevation was 10,000 feet and nearly everything the townsfolk 
needed had to be hauled up the icy slopes—whiskey was cheaper 
than water. 

Every month or so I drive to a ghost town I haven't been to before. 
I've walked into listing, cobwebbed shacks, found tin cups and 
plates still on the tables. Today I'm in Rosamund, about two hours 
east of White Horse. There isn't much left: stone foundations, a 
roofless drugstore, parts of the sagging saloon. Dealers and 
collectors have picked the place clean, but roughing up the dirt I 
find two unbroken bottles: "Hamlin's Wizard Oil Liniment" and "SOS 
Vermin Killer." 

While April is usually a cool month in the high desert, the 
temperature today is over eighty, so I hike up a stony slope and 
eat lunch in the scant shade of a juniper. The sky is blue, the 
mountains brown, just two colors taking care of everything. There 
is no sound, no chirping birds, no babbling brooks, no car engines, 
just a huge silence to slip into. I could be the last person on earth. 

I take a bite of my ham sandwich and ponder the crumbling square 
of a house where people once ate, slept, fought, made love, had 
children, got sick and died. Looking at the drugstore, I have no 
trouble envisioning the miners, dirty, coughing, walking in and out 
of the door. I conjure up an old yellow dog lying in the shade, a 
couple of prostitutes leaning up against the posts, laughter and 
piano music coming from the saloon. It doesn't take much 
imagination to evoke those days. Nevada has more ghosts than 
living people and the land is strewn with what's left of their 
dreams. 

It's dark by the time I get to the outskirts of White Horse and 
there's a gorgeous pink line in the west, just above the black 
horizon. I stop the car and roll down the window, let the night air 
wash over my face. It smells of sage and silver, of mica and cold 
clean bone. Out there, all around me, are creatures I can't see, 
small desperate animals darting over the rocks. What I can see are 
the neon lights of town and, even from this distance, the White 
Horse Casino sign: a tall smiling cowboy holding the ace of hearts. 

The coyotes are howling. They do this almost every night, launch 
their plaintive chorus into the starry heavens. Are they joining 
forces, organizing a hunt? Or do they just need to know they're not 
alone? 
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Last month a chef in Reno pricked his thumb on a contaminated 
chicken bone and died ten days later. A friend of mine was struck 
and killed by a falling eucalyptus tree while she was jogging. Take 
all the precautions you want, staying alive is a stroke of luck. 

I think that's why I like the desert so much—all this terrifying 
space, this nothingness, and me just a dot in the middle of it. 

Okay. Here I am. Come get me. 

One of the managers is covering the bar when I show up for my 
shift. His name is Todd and despite the air conditioning, he is 
sweating; he is always sweating, he weighs three hundred pounds, 
easy. I worry about him keeling over one day. I've already seen 
two heart attacks in this casino. 

"Watch the guy in the yellow shirt," he whispers, his big shiny face 
about two inches from mine. His breath smells like onions and I can 
see oil stains on his shirt, probably from "The Godfather," one of 
our meatiest sandwiches. "He's had four Stingers." 

At least once a week I have to cut somebody off. Most of the time 
they're okay about it, drunk enough to be compliant. But once in a 
while they get ugly and that's when I pick up the hotel phone 
behind the bar. Ten seconds later an eager bouncer appears and I 
just give a nod toward the problem and he, or she, is removed. 
These little scenes are actually good for business, providing no-cost 
entertainment and the chance to feel righteous. 

Todd lumbers off and I check my stock, making sure I have all the 
garnishes I need. This is the night the Bingo Girls come in. That's 
what they call themselves; they have it embroidered on sky blue 
vests with white piping. There are six of them, all in their seventies 
and eighties. Every Wednesday they're here for cocktails and the 
fried chicken special, then they play bingo for a couple hours. Since 
I'm the dining room bartender until six p.m, I'm the one who gets 
their drink order: two Manhattans, two gimlets, a whiskey sour and 
a triple olive martini. When there's not too much casino noise I can 
hear them in the dining room, shrieking and laughing, having what 
seems to me the time of their lives. 

Ronny Newcomb, who's been working on the dollar slots, sits down 
at the bar. He looks bad; he's lost weight and there's dandruff on 
the shoulders of his green polo shirt. I put a glass on the bar and 
fill it with ice and ginger ale. Ronny never orders alcohol, even 
when he doesn't have to drive anywhere afterward. Carla says he 
used to drink gin and tonics, but after the accident he switched to 
ginger ale. "It's weird," she said. "He wasn't a heavy drinker and he 
wasn't drunk when he hit that boy. It was in the morning, it was 
foggy." 

I know why he doesn't drink. He's afraid of it. He doesn't believe he 
deserves the feeling. 

"Hey good looking, how about making me a drink?" 

I turn my head and look into the grinning face of a seven-foot man 
in a Stetson. He is wearing a tan suit and his shoulders are 
enormous, but it's his mouth that's so startling—I don't think I've 
ever seen so many teeth in one mouth, big gleaming squares, all 
canted forward, heading right for me. 

"Your best whiskey, sweetheart. Skip the ice." 

I pull down a glass, load it with Chivas and slide it across the bar. 
His hand, a large flat paw, comes forward. 

"Thanks, darlin'. Keep it open." 

Carla sprints up to the bar, tells me the Bingo Girls have arrived. 
Making drinks for them, the other diners and a surprising number 
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of Side Bar customers, I keep busy for most of my shift. The guy 
with the teeth is a big drinker and a loud talker, and between him 
and a raucous foursome, I have a hard time hearing the orders. 
There's one man who won't look up when I ask him what he wants, 
and when I lean in closer he lifts his head for a split second and I 
see the reason: a ragged purple birthmark covering nearly half his 
face; otherwise he might be handsome. I make him a drink; that's 
all I can do. 

Last night a young woman came in—I can't stop thinking about 
her. Her hands were shaking so bad that she kept sloshing her 
drink on the bar. 

The blanched cheeks, the dark skin under her eyes—illness was my 
first guess, hers or someone she loves. Unwanted pregnancy 
maybe. Or perhaps on the run, in deeper trouble than even a 
bartender can handle. I'm afraid of that moment, I know it's 
coming: sooner or later one of these customers is going to tell me 
something only a jury should hear. 

I'll never know what was troubling this girl. Halfway through her 
vodka tonic she bolted, leaving a twisted napkin and a few dollar 
bills. Maybe she found enough courage to go home and tell her 
husband she has cancer, something rare and dreadful, tumors in 
her brain. Maybe he beats her and she made up her mind, right 
there in the bar, to leave him. Take her sleeping baby and vanish 
into the dark. Maybe she'll fight back. Take a knife from the kitchen 
drawer, stalk him in his sleep. Maybe she'll use a gun, finish him off 
with his own hunting rifle. 

The Side Bar is a disaster. The floor is sticky with spilled grenadine 
and there are dirty glasses piled in the sink. What really makes me 
mad is the bar caddy. Everything in it has to go: the rusty lime 
wedges, the soggy orange rounds, the flaccid cherries, the slimy 
smelly onions. Sarah, the new bartender, did this. What kind of 
person serves rotten food? You have to have a mean streak to care 
that little. 

I'm swabbing up the last of the grenadine when the Bingo Girls file 
past the bar—five of the six. Todd sidles up and whispers that one 
of them had a stroke and is in the hospital, can't walk or talk. 
Though they are gamely dressed in their sky blue jackets, no one is 
laughing, or even talking. I make eye contact with Berle, the tall 
one with the jewelry, and she gives me a polite nod. She is holding 
onto the arm of another woman and as I watch their brave blue 
backs leaving the room, I know they must be thinking, at least one 
of them must be thinking: Who is next? 

Everyone is talking about Ronny Newcomb. He didn't show up for 
work last week and this morning they found his car on a dirt road a 
few miles south of Winnemucca. There was no damage to the 
vehicle and the gas tank was still half full. 

I doubt anyone will bother retrieving Ronny's car, not with all the 
miles he put on it. Already it is keeping silent company with the 
countless other remnants out there, the spurs and picks and wagon 
wheels; the smelters and sheds and fallen down fences; the cups 
and plates still waiting. No sign of the struggle, just the surrender. 

"He just disappeared," Todd says. "Gone." 

"What could've happened to him?" Louise says, frowning. 

"Maybe he was abducted," Carla offers. "Remember Roswell and 
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that flying saucer they found?" 

Todd dismisses this with a wave of his chunky arm. "It's got 
nothing to do with spaceships. I bet he stole some money. I bet he 
had a buddy pick him up out there." 

"He could have been murdered," Carla says. "Maybe he was in 
trouble, maybe he owed someone money." Her eyes widen. "Maybe 
it had something to do with that boy on the bike. Revenge or 
something." 

Of all these theories, alien abduction is probably the most likely. I 
knew Ronny pretty well and I know that money didn't matter a whit 
to him. And the family of that boy he killed? They wouldn't bother 
with revenge. They know that Ronny is already in hell. 

No one is going to find him. There's no easier place to disappear 
than into these brown hills, and Ronny was ready. 

I can tell you the rest of Ronny Newcomb's story. On a morning no 
different from any other, he drank some coffee, smoked a few 
cigarettes, drove into the desert and gave himself up. 

Title graphic: "Side Shot" Copyright © The Summerset Review, Inc. 2009.
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Mahler is only a murmur 
from the second violin 
to the first balcony, 
outside the concert hall 
the evening air is cold, 
streetwise hooligans 
fevered for a free-for-all 
march to drum and trumpet 
in their uniforms 
prepared for future conquests, 
drinking without leitmotifs 
as a prelude to nowhere, 
away from a Jew's harp 
in a gorgeous cadenza, 
roses greet the young soloist 
hearing stunned applause, 
curtains raised 
elevator closed 
programs passed out, 
expecting history 
to be made 
on the next state, 
Mahler's arias 
enlighten the prodigy 
on the keyboard 
not knowing half the orchestra 
will soon disappear. 
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Review, Prism International, Antioch Review, Prairie Schooner, Le Guepard 
(France), Kadmos (France), Jejune (Czech Republic), Leopold Bloom (Budapest), 

and others. bzniditch@msn.com. 
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Simon Perchik is an attorney whose poems have appeared in Partisan Review, 
The New Yorker, and elsewhere. Family of Man (Pavement Saw Press) is 
scheduled for Fall 2009. For more information, including his essay “Magic, 
Illusion and Other Realities” and a complete bibliography, please visit his website 
at simonperchik.com. 

Jean Ryan, a native Vermonter, now lives in Napa, California. Her 
stories and essays have appeared in a variety of journals, including 
Other Voices, Pleiades and the Massachusetts Review. She has also 

published a novel, Lost Sister. lena1000@sbcglobal.net. 
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Reviewed by Lindsay Denninger - 

Now Playing by Shellie Zacharia 
    Stories
    Keyhole Press - October 2009
    ISBN-10: 0982151241, 192 pages, $13.95 (softcover)

Now Playing opens with a favorite game—Uno. Shellie 
Zacharia's opening narrator tells the brief—two pages, 
in fact—story of a group of friends who gather together 
for a weekly dinner. They get drunk, sometimes they 
get high, one of them cooks, and they play games. The 
setup and plot sound simple, and, indeed, they are. It is 
in this unfussiness of language and story that 
Zacharia's first collection is so successful. 

Although most of the pieces are very short, Zacharia says in three pages 
what it may take some of her peers to say in eight. She drops the reader 
immediately into a scene—a grocery store, a woman recounting a past 
love, a movie set that just lost its prop master—and her brevity is what 
keeps the reader hooked. It doesn't allow for confusion; one jumps right in 
and starts swimming. 

The only author to have appeared in The Summerset Review more than 
once (in this journal's eight-year history), the stories in this collection are 
discernibly Zacharia's. Focused primarily on female characters/narrators 
telling stories of card games and marijuana brownies and problems with 
their local Bed, Bath, and Beyond, Zacharia uses everyday topics and 
events to connect with readers. Though seemingly mundane, these events 
and places are universal. Zacharia's writing artfully balances those "is this 
really happening to me?" moments with unedited human reaction. There is 
a great yin and yang between the unbelievable and the everyday, because, 
really, the "truth" is stranger than any fiction could ever be. 
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Zacharia's title story opens, "First, let me say this: I do not hate Jonathan 
Green anymore," which, of course, is a lie. The go-to human response to 
begin any snarky story about an ex, never mind one who has 
unceremoniously dumped you, is to be oddly and irrationally civil. What 
follows is a rambling and hilarious rant by the narrator, a theater critic for 
a local newspaper that has to review her ex-boyfriend's new play. The 
narrator, as any woman scorned, attempts to be courteous towards her 
former lover's play, while snarkily throwing verbal darts and asides about 
their relationship, his family, and their interactions. It is relatable and, 
most importantly, very true to life. "Luckily, Lucy Sims Has No Stamps" 
follows a woman who is writing letters to people and places in her life to 
air her grievances, "Lizzie Sharpe's Nose" tells the tale of a fifth-grader 
who has snipped the tip of her nose off with a scissor and the subsequent 
reactions of class and teacher, and "Stitch" follows a woman remembering 
a scar on a former classmate while she tries to make sense of her own life. 

Zacharia is the friend we all have—the funny one, the witty one who we 
wish we could be as quick as. Most importantly, though, Zacharia's humor 
is backed by heart. This collection feels like a bag of Pop Rocks—the 
stories are short, quick bursts of flavor that are sometimes sweet, 
sometimes tart, and sometimes painful. But, like the crack of flavored 
sugar between your teeth, they are wholly satisfying. 
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We will award fifty dollars and a complimentary print issue to readers who submit the "best" 
feedback on literary material appearing in the Winter 2010 issue of The Summerset Review. 
The submission must be at least fifty words and pertain to a single literary piece in the current 
issue. The deadline is March 1, 2010. There is no fee. 

Your comments can be in any form. Writing style is not critically important. We are 
particularly interested in how the material affected you—what impact it had, what memory it 
stirred, what idea it precipitated. 

Email your entry to editor@summersetreview.org. Include your name, town, state, and 
country (if outside the USA). 

To date, we have awarded over seven hundred dollars to readers who gave thoughtful 
comment on literary material published in previous issues. So please give it a try, spread the 
word, and be a part of this unique feature to help increase the awareness and appreciation of 
literary magazines in our world and culture. 
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Literary Submissions 

Writers are invited to submit literary fiction and nonfiction of 
up to 8,000 words, and poets may submit up to five poems. 
To get more of an idea of what we are looking for, please 
read The Summerset Review or consult our Recommended 
Reading List. 

This literary journal is primarily an online publication. Print 
issues are generated periodically, although we unfortunately 
cannot guarantee a piece accepted will eventually make it to 
print. 

Email submissions to editor@summersetreview.org as an 
attachment in MS Word, or as plain text. We suggest you 
include the word "Submission" in the title of the email, so that 
we don't mistake it for junk mail. For prose pieces, be sure 
you specify whether your piece is fiction or nonfiction. 

Though email submissions are greatly preferred, you may 
alternatively submit in hard-copy by sending to 25 
Summerset Drive, Smithtown, New York 11787, USA. We 
prefer disposable copies of manuscripts. We can respond via 
email in lieu of a SASE if you so designate. 

All submissions receive replies as quickly as possible. If we 
have not responded within three months, please hassle us. 
We read year-round and never go on hiatus. 

Excerpts of longer work will be considered if you believe the 
work stands alone. Reprints will be considered if the work has 
not appeared elsewhere within the last two years. 
Simultaneous submissions are encouraged. 

Contributors will see drafts of accepted pieces for review prior 
to release, and will be sent complimentary copies of a print 
issue from our archive after publication. Contributors retain 
all rights to their work. We request credit be given to The 
Summerset Review in the event the work is reprinted and was 
first published here. 

We nominate stories annually for various anthologies and 
awards, including Pushcart Prize, Best American Short 
Stories, and many others. 

Enter Our Free Fifty-for-Fifty Contest 

Anyone is invited to submit comments on literary material 
(excluding photo essays) appearing in the current issue of 
The Summerset Review. We award fifty dollars and a copy of 
a print issue, each quarter, to at least one person who has 
written at least fifty words, and will include the comment in 
our next issue, along with the reader’s name and home town 
(can be withheld if requested). 

Comments can be in any form and there is no fee. Only one 
entry is allowed per person, per quarter, and the entry must 
pertain to a piece appearing in the current issue. We are 
particularly interested in how the material affected you; what 
impact it had, what memory it stirred, what idea it 
precipitated. Be honest and lucid. Writing style is not critically 
important. 

The deadline for comments is two weeks before release date 
of the next issue. Issues are released on the 15th of March, 
June, September, and December. 

Email your entry to editor@summersetreview.org. Include 
your name, town, state, and country (if outside the USA). 
Qualified entries will receive acknowledgement of receipt 
within a few days. Email addresses will not be published, 
circulated, or archived. 

By offering this prize, we hope to increase the awareness and 
appreciation of literary magazines in our world and culture. 

Questions for Reader Groups 

Readers and Reading Groups are invited to provide answers 
to questions we have posted on the material in our current 
issue. See "Questions for Reader Group Discussion" in the 
Table of Contents for details on how you can win a 
complimentary copy of The Summerset Review if you or your 
reading group provides meaningful answers to the questions. 
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Author Title Source

Aciman, Andre Cat's Cradle From the November 3 issue of The New Yorker, 1997

Altschul, Andrew Foster From A to Z From Issue #1 of Swink, 2004

Anderson, Dale Gregory The Girl in the Tree From the Spring/Summer issue of Alaska Quarterly Review, 2003

Ashton, Edward Night Swimmer Online at The Blue Penny Quarterly, Spring/Summer 1995

Baggott, Julianna Five From Other Voices #28, 1998

Bardi, Abby My Wild Life From Quarterly West #41, 1995

Baxter, Charles Snow From the collection A Relative Stranger, published in 1990

Benson, Amy Vectors: Arrows of Discontent A memoir excerpt in Issue 29.2 of New Orleans Review, 2004

Borders, Lisa Temporary Help From the Spring/Summer issue of Bananafish, 1998

Brooks, Ben Wildflowers From the Spring issue of Georgetown Review, 2005

Broyard, Bliss Mr. Sweetly Indecent From the Fall issue of Ploughshares, 1997

Burns, Carole Honour's Daughter From Other Voices #31, 1999

Cain, Chelsea Pretty Enough To Be a Showgirl From the Spring issue of Grand Tour, 1997

Cheever, John The Stories of John Cheever A collection published in 1978

Christopher, Nicholas Veronica A novel published in 1996

Clark, Susan Besides the Body From the Spring issue of Red Rock Review, 2004

Coake, Christopher Solos A novella from Vol. 9, No. 1 of Five Points, 2005

Crane, Elizabeth When the Messenger Is Hot A collection published in 2003

Crowe, Thomas Rain Firsts Online at Oyster Boy Review in January, 1997

Dancoff, Judith Vermeer's Light From Alaska Quarterly Review’s Intimate Voices issue, 1997

Dormanen, Sue Finishing First From the Summer issue of Lynx Eye, 1998.

Doyle, Larry Life Without Leann From an issue of The New Yorker in Fall, 1990

Glatt, Lisa A Girl Becomes a Comma Like That A novel published in 2004

Hyde, Catherine Ryan Dancing with Elinor From the Summer issue of Gettysburg Review, 2006

Kennedy, Thomas E. Kansas City From Vol 62 No. 4 of New Letters, 1996

McInerney, Jay Model Behavior A novel published in 1998

Millhauser, Steven Enchanted Night A novella published in 1999

Moses, Jennifer Circling From the Spring issue of Gettysburg Review, 1995

Murakami, Haruki South of the Border, West of the Sun A novel published in 1998

Nadzam, Bonnie Moon Helmet From the Fall/Winter issue of Alaska Quarterly Review, 2007

Ng, Celeste We Are Not Strangers From Issue 22 of Meridian, 2009

Offill, Jenny Last Things A novel published in 1999

Orlean, Susan The Bullfighter Checks Her Makeup A collection of essays published in 2001

Peelle, Lydia Reasons for and Advantages of Breathing From No. 87 of One Story, 2007

Perry, Rachael Sullivan's Inventory From No. 82/83 of Confrontation, Spring/Summer 2003

Pope, Mary Elizabeth Divining Venus From the Spring issue of Florida Review, 2007

Raboteur, Emily The Eye of Horus From StoryQuarterly #40, 2004

Reyn, Irina The Firebird From the Spring issue of Lit, 2008

Robison, Mary Why Did I Ever? A novel published in 2001

Row, Jess The Secrets of Bats From the Fall issue of Ploughshares, 2000

Russell, Karen Haunting Olivia From the June 13 & 20 issue of The New Yorker, 2005

Ryan, Jean Paradise From the Massachusetts Review, Autumn 2001

Salinger, J.D. For Esme - With Love and Squalor From the collection Nine Stories published in 1953

Schappell, Elissa Comet From Volume XI, Number 1 of Witness, 1997

Sellers, Heather Tell Me Again Who Are You? An essay from Fall/Winter issue of Alaska Quarterly Review, 2006

Shilling, Michael Black Celebration From Other Voices #43, 2005
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Somerville, Kristine What the Heart Doesn't Know From Volume I, Number 5 of Many Mountains Moving, 1995

Sukrungruang, Ira Bright Land From Volume 19 of Eclipse, 2008

Tilghman, Christopher The Way People Run From the September 9 issue of The New Yorker, 1991

van den Berg, Laura What the World Will Look Like When All the Water Leaves 
Us From No. 102 of One Story, 2008
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Readers and reading groups are invited to discuss the topics below 
relating to some of the material presented in this issue. Send answers 
to editor@summersetreview.org and you will be eligible for a 
complimentary copy of Volume Two of The Summerset Review. All 
questions must be answered and received by March 1, 2010. 

Include your name, town, state, and country (if outside the USA) in 
your entry. The editors will decide the winner(s) and send out 
notification when the new issue is released. We plan to announce the 
names of those who are awarded free copies, so if you do not want 
your name to appear in the journal, please let us know. Postal and 
email addresses of all entrants will not be published, circulated, or 
archived. 

1. Cite one underlying message of Robert Day's story, "I Am a Famous 
Writer." 

2. The narrative tense used in "Off the Map" is not very common. 
Identify it and discuss how effective it was in telling the story. 

3. Discuss your interpretation of the ending of the poem, "Traveling 
East." 
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Type Ctrl-F to search for a particular author's name.

James Dissette, Timothy Hedges, Amorak Huey, Paul Lieber, Shari Stenberg, 
Jenniey Tallman, Valerie Vogrin, Reed Wilson      

      Ronda Broatch, Alison Christy, Barbara Crooker, Barbara Daniels, Julien Harneis, 
Aubrey Hirsch, Jason Kapcala, Scott Miles, Erin Murphy, Lee Strickland

Jennine Capó Crucet, Kori E. Frazier, Jennifer Oh, Peter Schumacher, Amy Willoughby-
Burle 

      Kasandra Snow Duthie, Anne Germanacos, Andrei Guruianu, Alita Putnam, 
Gregory Sherl

Kara Mae Brown, Giano Cromley, Katherine Karlin, Susan Niz, Sarah Orton 

      Kevin Brown, Melanie Haney, J. M. Patrick, Joe Ponepinto, Ria Voros

Catherine Brown, Jack Cobb, Bill Cook, Allie Larkin, Naomi Leimsider, Didi Wood 

      Daniel DiStasio, Marko Fong, Sandra Maddux-Creech, Sandra Gail Teichmann-
Hillesheim

Anne Corbitt, Julie Dearborn, John Hansen,
Scott McCabe, Thaddeus Rutkowski 

      Renee Carter Hall, Sabine Maier, Jen Michalski, Michelle Panik, Brenda Whiteside

Olivia Kate Cerrone, Kelly Jameson, Saundra Mitchell, Ron Savage, Nathan S. Webster 

      E. P. Chiew, Andrew Coburn, LaTanya McQueen, Nancy Stebbins

Zane Kotker, Corbitt Nesta, Kevin Spaide, Philip Suggars, Steven Torres 

      Elizabeth Bernays, Penny Feeny, John Gooley, Jeffrey N. Johnson, Shellie 
Zacharia

Phoebe Kate Foster, Amy Greene, Dee Dobson Harper, John Riha, Robert 
Villanueva, D. W. Young 

      Steven Gillis, Barbara Jacksha, Mary Lynn Reed, Arthur Saltzman
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Lisa Ohlen Harris, Michael Hartford, Tammy R. Kitchen, Jillian Schedneck, Sandi 
Sonnenfeld 

      Mariel Boyarsky, Michael J. Cunningham, Catherine B. Hamilton, Maxi Hellweger, 
B.J. Hollars

Erin Anderson, Carl R. Brush, Mark X. Cronin, Elise Davis, Shellie Zacharia 

      David McKinley Lowrey, Mark Mazer, Corey Mesler, Terry Thomas

Julie Ann Castro, Bill Glose, Graham Jeffery, William Starr Moake, Philippe Tarbouriech, 
Carolyn Thériault 

      Karen Kasaba, Chris Ludlow, Court Merrigan, Michael F. Smith, Mark Vender

Scott Carter, Alan M. Danzis, Gerard Marconi, Jordan Rosenfeld

      Maura Madigan, Troy Morash, Pam Mosher, Paul Silverman

Aline Baggio, Susan H. Case, Zdravka Evtimova, Tony O'Brien, Tom Sheehan, Jennifer 
Spiegel

      Linda Boroff, Thomas Brennan, Sue Dormanen, James Francis, Gina Frangello, 
Gwendolyn Joyce Mintz

Eric Bosse, Sarah Maria Gonzales, M.M.M. Hayes, Janice J. Heiss, Pia Wilson

     Max Dunbar, Jenny de Groot, Soo J. Hong, Rachel Belinda Kidder, Michael Marisi, 
Ulf Wolf

Kit Chase, Diane E. Dees, Edison McDaniels, Regina Phelps, Jacob Fawcett
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